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The effect of simulated flight speed on the acoustic and aerodynamic characteristics of co-
annular nozzles suitable for advanced supersonic engines was established in this program
through wind tunnel experiments. Scale models representing exhaust systems without
mechanical jet noise suppressors were tested over a range of exhaust conditions, and at air-
craft flight speeds up to 130 reps.
The test configurations consisted of a 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with and without
an ejector, a 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle and a reference convergent nozzle. The total
jet area of all the models was equivalent to a 0.057m (2.23 in) diameter convergent nozzle,
or approximately one twenty-second (1/22) of the anticipated full size system.
The jet noise levels of the coannular nozzles were reduced due to the simulated flight speed
by approximately the same amount as has been found for single stream nozzles. Thus, the
coannular noise benefits found during the earlier static test program were essentially re-
tained in the simulated flight environment. The noise reduction due to the flight effect
was a function of the nozzle stream velocities and the simulated flight speed.
At supersonic jet velocities (Mi
 > 1.0), broadband shock noise was present in the noise spec-
tra, especially at the side and forward angles. For both the coannular and single stream refer-
ence nozzles, the shock noise was essentially unchanged due to flight at the side angles, and
slightly increased at the forward angles.
The impact of fan to primary nozzle area ratio and the presence of an ejector on flight ef-
fects were investigated and found to be relatively unimportant. The overall sound pressure
level noise reductions were correlated in terms of relative velocity exponents. An additional
correlation of the data showed that the noise was related to the measured velocity profile
existing in the jet plume downstream of the nozzle.
The impact of flight speed on the individual components of coannular jet noise was ascer-
tained. The noise components considered independently were: a) pre-merged mixing noise
generated by the annular fan stream close to the nozzle exit prior to merging with the pri-
mary exhaust, b) post-merged noise generated by the merged jet arising from the fully mixed
fan and primary streams, and c) the broadband shock noise generated by the interaction of
turbulence and shock waves in the annular fan exhaust under supercritical operation (i.e.,
Mi > 1.0). The prediction of total jet noise for actual supersonic cruise vehicle cycles can be
•
	 reconstructed by adding the contributions of the individual components.
The force data indicated that the efficiency of the exhaust system observed statically, de-
cayed only slightly (< 1%) at take-off airspeed. Addition of the ejector increased this
performance loss somewhat, indicating the need for refinement of the ejector.
Acoustic measurements were taken at 230 test conditions with the external velocity ranging
from 0 to 130 mps. The fan stream pressure ratios were varied from 1.3 to 3.2, while the fan
stream temperature ranged from 394°K (250° F) to 700°K (8000 F). The primary stream
conditions were maintained constant. The primary pressure ratio was 1.53 and the primary
temperature was 394°K (250°F).
The force data were taken in a separate facility using an unheated air supply. A total of 84
data points was obtained. The external velocity range was the same as covered in the acous-
tic tests, as were the pressure ratios of each stream.
All the detail acoustic and performance data taken are presented in the companion Compre-
hensive Data Report NASA CR 135189.
j
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LO INTRODUCTION
Ll	 BACKGROUND
Prior to this program, extensive analytical and experimental propulsion system studies, con-
ducted as part of the NASA sponsored Supersonic Cruise :airplane Research (SCAR) effort,
identified the Variable Stream Control Engine (VSCE) as a piomising cycle in temis of both
system performance and low noise generation. The VSCE cycle can be matched to provide
a high velocity duct (fan) stream surrounding a low velocity core (p6mary) stream resulting
in an exit velocity profile which has inherent jet noise benefits without the use of mechanical
suppressors.
The results (Ref. 1, 2, 3) of noise experiments conducted during Task IV of NASA Con-
tract NAS 3-17866 showed that the jet noise produced by a coannular nozzle exhaust having
an inverted velocity profile" (i.e., V f > Vp), was significantly less than the predictions
based on existing coaxial jet prediction methods. The reduced noise of this type of co-
annular exhaust has been shown to be related to the enhanced aerodynamic mixing and
rapid decay of the peak velocity in the jet due to the annular nature of the fail exhaust and
its ability to mix with the low velocity primary stream in addition to mixing with the
ambient air. The impact of these results on a supersonic cruise aircraft are significant in
terms of cycle definition and mission economics.
The noise reductions of the coannular nozzle exhaust described above were measured in a
static environment. Complete jet noise characteristics, however, must be established for
the aircraft in the take-off mode, having a forward speed of approximately 0.3 Mach
number. The effect of forward speed on jet noise has been investigated in a number of wind
tunnel and flyover experiments. These experiments, although restricted to conventional
turbojet and turbofan exhausts, have resulted in some confusion as to the effects of flight
on jet noise. Independent wind tunnel simulations of the forward speed effect on jet noise,
conducted by Packman, Ng, and Paterson (Ref. 4) and by Cocking and Bryce (Ref. 5) have
indicated that for subsonic single jet exhausts, the jet noise is reduced in flight at all angles
by an amount that can be expressed as:
DOASPL = 10 log (Vj/Vrel)n
where the exponent n is a function of angle and absolute jet velocity, V i and Vie, are the
jet absolute and relative velocity, :respectively. Flyover measurements conducted by The
Boeing Company (Ref. 6) and the Douglas Aircraft Company (Ref. 7) have shown good
agreement with the wind tunnel results, indicating that the simulation of in-flight effects by
an acoustic wind tunnel is a valid technique. Prior to the current program, there had been
no experiments to define the effects of flight on the jet noise produced by a coannular jet
having an inverted velocity profile (IVP). Because of thz significant difference in the static
noise characteristics of the IVP coannular jet relative to conventional jet exhausts, it would
have been speculative to assume that the in-flight effects would be similar. Thus, the current
investigation was conducted to determine the effect of flight velocity on the noise of IVP co-
annular jets, and in particular, to determine if the noise reductions relative to the predictions
for the IVP coannular jet observed under static conditions would be retained in flight.
3
2.2
	 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The major objectives of this program were to determine the effects of flight on the noise
and aerodynamic performance of coannular nozzle exhaust systems over a large range of
operating conditions, in particular at conditions where the fan-to-primary velocity ratio
was greater than one.
A total of four (4) model nozzle configurations was designed and fabricated in a scale ap-
proximately 1/22 the size of a full size VSCE exhaust system. These models had essentially
the same aerodynamic lines as the model nozzles tested in the earlier static test program
(Ref. 1). The nozzle exit lip geometry of each configuration was modified to eliminate shock
screech discrete tones in order to more realistically simulate the jet noise of a full scale en-
gine. The model configurations were:
1) Reference convergent nozzle
2) 0.7S area ratio (fan-to-primary area ratio) coannular nozzle
3) 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with hardwall ejector
4) 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle
The models were tested under static and simulated take-off conditions in both acoustic and
aerodynamic test facilities located at the United Technologies Research Center in East
Hartford, Connecticut.
Noise tests were conducted in the Acoustics Research Tunnel, a low turbulence open jet wind
tunnel where noise measurements are taken in a large anechoic chamber with microphones
situated outside the tunnel flow. One-third octave band sound pressure levels and overall
sound pressure levels were obtained.
A total of 230 test points was run on the four nozzle configurations. For the coannular
nozzles, the pressure ratio in the fan stream was varied from 1.3 to 3.2 while primary
stream pressure ratio was held at a constant value of 1.53. Fan stream temperature was
;,tried from 394°K to 700d1( (250 0
 to 800°F) while primary stream temperature was
394+ K (250°F) for all test points. These temperatures were the maximum obtainable in
the test facility. The fan-to-primary velocity ratio resulting from these operating conditions
varied from 0.8 to 2.1. Cycles currently envisioned for use in the SCAR program have
primary stream temperatures up to 978°K (1300°F) and velocities up to 608 mps (2000
fps), and have tarn stream temperatures up to 1866°K (1900°F) and velocities up to 881 mps
(2900 fps). Thus, t•e practical range of velocity ratio for supersonic cruise aircraft propul-
sion cycles was coveree:, although the individual stream conditions were not attained.
The acoustic data obtained tram the test, however, are extremely valuable in assessing
the effects of forward flight on L-Ne jet noise of supersonic cruise aircraft propulsion cycles.
In particular, the impact of flight speeds on the individual components of coannular nozzle
noise comprising the total exhaust noise was ascertained. The prediction of noise for actual
supersonic cruise vehicle cycles can be reconstructed by adding the noise of the individual
components.
4
The tunnel speed was varied fk=n zero to 129.5 mps (425 fps), simulating the full range of
_.	
speeds that would be encountered by a supersonic cruise airplane during take-off and
landing operations. Far-field jet noise signals were measured every 10 degrees frond 70° to
ISO* relative to the upstream jet axis. The effects of acoustic signal refraction caused by
the tunnel shear layer were analytically corrected by the method of Amiet (Ref. 8) allowing
the noise results to be presented in a frame of reference corresponding to airplane flyover
measurements corrected to the angle of noise emission.
w
Nozzle charging station pressure, temperature and weight flow for each stream were mea-
sured for all test points. Exit pressure and temperature profiles as well as ejector inlet and
surface pressures were measured for selected test points.
The aerodynamic performance tests were conducted in the Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel at
the United Technologies Research Center. The same nozzle models used in the acoustic
tes'swi were evaluated over the same range of pressure ratios and forward speeds establishing
the thrust and flow coefficients of the exhaust systems. Since the facility employs an un-
heated air supply, the stream temperatures were constant. All data obtained during the test-
ing are contained in the Comprehensive Data Report (Ref. 9), while the major results are
contained in this report.
It
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3.0 APPARATUS
The experimental apparatus used in this program is described herein. This includes the
acoustic test facility, the force measurement facility, supplementary hardware and instru-
mentation, as well as the model nozzle configurations evaluated in the program.
3.1 ACOUSTIC WIND TUNNEL
This facility, shown in Figure 3.1-1, is a controlled turbulence level, open circuit, open jet
wind tunnel specifically designed for noise research. It is located at the United Technolo-
gies Research Center. The open jet test section in this facility is enclosed in a 4.88 m (16
ft) high by 5.49 m (18 ft) long by 6.71 m (22 ft) wide anechoic chamber lined with 0.3 in
(1 ft) acoustic wedges. Use of turbulence supression screens in conjunction with a contrac-
tion ratio of 11.5 at the contraction outlet produces both a low turbulence level and a spatial
mean velocity distribution in the test section measured to be uniform within 0.25 perc°nt.
Also, to obtain a low turbulence level and high signal-to-noise ratio, the tunnel is operated
in a suction mode as opposed to the blowing mode of operation of conventional free jet
facilities to simulate a flight environment. The test chamber is anechoic at all frequencies
above 250 Hz to eliminate the sound reflection problems that are associated with facilities
that require outdoor measurements (and their accompanying ground reflection problems)
or indoor measurements in a hardwall tunnel.
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Figure 3.1-1	 Schematic of Acoustic Research Tunnel, United Technologies Research
Center
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Figure 3.1.2	 Schematic of Coannular Nozzle Installation in Acoustic Research Tunnel
The transition section is designed to direct the two separate streams into a coannular arrange-
ment such that the heated flow is directed through the annular fan passage and the lower
temperature flow is directed through the primary duct as required for testing the variable
stream control nozzle models. To allow testing of the convergent reference nozzle at eleva-
ted temperatures, the elbow inside the transition section is removed, allowing the heated
fan stream supply to mix with the colder primary air supply in order to provide a uniform
air supply to the model.
The model exhaust plane is located 0.61 m (24 in) downstream of the 0.91 m (36 in) diame-
ter free jet exit as indicated in the sketch. The large ratio bf test section area to nozzle area
(262) precluded flow interference between the tunnel turbulent shear layer and jest exhaust
for the significant noise producing region of the jet. An array of microphones is •aositioned
at a 3.05 m (10 ft) radial distance from the nozzle exit, at the conterline height of the test
nozzles.
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The tunnel flow discharges through a diffuser that has an entrance diameter of 1.07 m
(42 inches). Downstream of the, diffuser an absorptive and reactive Z-shaped section con-
sisting of two sections of treated baffles and two 90°
 lined bends provides acoustic muffling
of the tunnel drive fan. This centrifugal fan exhausts to the atmosphere through an exhaust
tower.
The components of the testing assembly are shown in detail in Figure 3.1-3 and described
in the following sections. The relative position of the various components are indicated by
station numbers which equal the distance (in inches) from the reference mounting flange
(STA 0).
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Figure 3.1-3	 Details of Adapter and Instrumentation Section Shown With a Ccannular
Nozzle and Eiector Mounted
3.1.1 Adapter Section
The adapter section mates the instrumentation section and nozzle model assembly to the
acoustic tunnel coannular air supply piping flange. It consists of a set of conical approach
ducts covered by windshields to eliminate excessive airflow turbulence. The internal space
between the windshield and conical approach ducts is insulated with "Cerafelt" to minimize
heat transfer between the fan flow and primary flow, and between the fan flow and tunnel
airflow. The pressure and thermocouple lines from the instrumentation section and nozzle
are routed under the outer windshield to avoid disturbing the external flow.
An expansion joint is provided in the primary section to accommodate the thermal growth
of the hot fan pipe relative to the cooler primary section. The joint consist of a high Win-
perature graphite yarn winding that is trapped at both ends by carbon rings. A threaded
9
gland nut exerts pressure oil
	
carbon rings pressing the self lubricating yarn against the in-
ner and outer walls, providing a sliding seal. The adapter section is fabricated from cold
rolled low carbon steel with welded construction.
3.1.2 Instrumentation Section
The instrumentation section serves a dual purpose. In addition to containing the pressure
and temperature instrumentation necessary to define the flow properties of both nozzle
streams, it serves the purpose of maintaining the concentricity of the coannular nozzles.
The major portion of the instrumentation section is shown in Figure 3.14. A pair of air-
foil shaped struts, containing the pressure and temperature instrumentation are located at
90° to each other. The vertical full span strut contains the primary stream total pressure
and temperature rakes, and the fan stream total pressure rakes. The vertical strut also anchors
the inner and outer pipes together. The fail
	 total temperature rakes are located in the
horizontal part span struts. Electron beam welding was employed in assembling the struted
section to avoid damage to the instrumentation and minimize warpage.
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The primary stream instrumentation consists of seven total pressure (P t ) probes, six total
temperature ( Tt ) probes and two wall static pressure (Ps ) taps. 71c fan stream instrumenta-
tion consists of eight total pressure probes, six total temperature probes and four wall static
pressure taps. The total pressure probes are fabricated from 0.001'_ in (0.049 in) stainless
steel tubing. The total temperature probes are fabricated from chrontel-alumel thermocou-
ple wire sheathed in 0.0012 to (0.(149 in) tubing. All of the instrumentation leads exit from
the ends of the struts and are routed within the outer wall to avoid any disturbance of the
external air flow. Provisions are also made in the instrumentation section to route the mo-
del instrumentation lines through the outer wall coming out under the windshield upstream.
The instrumentation section was fabricated from AMS 5613 stainless steel. The adapter
section/instrumentation section interface and the model interface joints are sealed with high
temperature silicone "O" rings to avoid leakage.
3.1.3 Exit Plane Traverse Instrumentation
The mechanism used to traverse the exhaust plume of the test nozzles, shown in Figure
3.1-5, consists of a wedge type probe mounted on a remotely controlled linear actuator.
The purpose of the traverse is to acquire static and total pressure and total temperature data
required to establish the velocity and temperature distribution along a radial line in the flow
field. The traverse was conducted at station 57.90, which is slightly downstream of the ejec-
tor exit plane. The probe and supporting hardware were removed from the tunnel when
acoustic data was taken to eliminate the possibility of any extraneous noise.
Figure 3.1.5
	 Traverse System Deployeu With Coanni..Jr Nozzl e and F_jector
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1Z AERODYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL
The nozzle aerodynamic performance tests were conducted in the United Technologies
Research Center Large Subsonic Wind Tunnel 1 LSWT). The wind tunnel, depicted in Figure
3.2 -1 a, is a single -return, closed throat facility driven by a 6710 kw (9000 lip) synchronous
motor. An eight foot octagonal test section was employed for this progra m . Tunnel stag-
nation pressure is cau3l to atmospheric pressure, and stagnation temperature of the air-
stream is held in the range of 289°K - 339 °K (60 - 150°F) by means of air exchanger valves.
- n ,t.- r ^ 1
P*igure 3.?-/a
	 Overall Wind Tunnel Arrangement
An exhaust nozzle thrust balance is mounted within the test section and supports the shaft-
ing and model assembly as shown in Figure 3.2-1b. The balance and support shafting as illus-
trated in Figure 3.2. 2 supplies fan and primary air to the test model through two separate
flow metering systems within the balance. Bellmouths designed according to the ASMF
Power Test Codes provide flow measurement. Ball valves installed downstream of the meters
provide flow control. The balance measures nozzle net thrust by applying a controlled pres-
sure to a known base area on the tlexured assembly. The applied force is matched to the
nozzle net thrust by maintaining a null position of tile•
 Ilexure assembl y relative to the housing.
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Aerod)-nainic Test f--acilities, United Technologies Research Center
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To test the nozzle models, the instrumentatioti section described in Section 3.1.2 was con-
nected directly to the support shafting illustrated in Figure 3.2-2. Therefore the flow pro-
perties of each stream for both the acoustic and th^ aerodynamic tests were with
the same in%trumentation array. The same test models were also evaluated in each portion
of the test program.
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I3.3 NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS
Three basic nozzle models, a reference convergent and two coannular configurations, were
evalu-ted in this program. One of the coannular models was tested with an ejector. The per-
tirent geometric v ariables of the basic configurations are presented in Table 3-1. The vari-
ab les include fan stream exit area (A f), primary stream exit area (A ), total exit area (A ),
equivalent diameter (D eq ) based on total exit area, and the diamct P encompassing the ft n
and primary nozzle assembly (D per), which represents the outer perimeter of the total basic
nozzle unit.
"TABLE 3-1
PERTINENT GEOMETRIC VARIABLES OF NOZ9 LE CONFIGURATIONS
Af A 	 Af/Ap At Deq Dper
m m2 m2 m m
Configuration (in2) (in2) (in2) (in) (in)
1.
	
Reference Conver- .00251 .0566 .0566
gent Nozzle (3.89) (2.23) (2.23)
2.	 Coannular Nozzle .00108 .00143	 0.75 ..00251 .0566 .0599
3.	 Coannular Nozzle (1.67) (2.22) (3.89) (2.23) (2.36)
with Ejector
4.	 Coannular Nuzzlc .00137 .00114	 1.2 .00251 .0566 .0599
(2.12) (1.77) (3.89) (2.23) (2.36)
Detailed descriptions of all the test models are presented in the following sections.
3.3.1 Reference Convergent Nozzle
The single stream reference nozzle is a low angle conical convergent nozzle, shown in Figure
3.3-1. In order to adapt this nozzle to the coannular ducting of the test rig, a primary duct
fairing was designed to merge she two streams. The fairing is tapered, maintaining a constant
fan-to-p rimary area ratio to provide uniform nozzle exit flow. To monitor external flow
effects, six static taps are located on the nozzle boattail as indicated in the sketch. 1., elim-
inate supersonic nozzle screech, eight tabs were placed symetrically a • -.iru the nozzle !ip.
The tabs art illustrated in Figure 3.3-1.
:'1=
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Figure 3.3- I	 Details of Reference Contlergent ,Nozzle
3.3.2 Coannular Nozzles
The two coannular nozzle models are configured from a common fan cowl and two inter-
changeable primary nozzles. The first model with it fan-to-primary ar a ratio of 0.75 is illus-
trated in Figure 3.3 -2, and the second model with a 1.2 fan-to-primary area ratio iE shown in
Figure 3.3-3. The primary nozzles an convergcnt-divergent with an exit to throat area ratio
of 1.1, The geometry of the fan stream nozzle and the axial spacing between the fall and
primary nozzle exit planes are representative of the coannular nozzles being considered in
the AST/SCAR design studies. To monitor external flow effects, six static pressure taps are
located on the fan cowl as indicated in the sketch. The tabs for all the coannular models are
located relative to station 52.54 which is the position of the leading edge of the ejector,
whether an ejector is used or not. This allows convenient corlpariso.i of axial pressur,! dis-
tributions. Eight screech suppression tabs ware also placed on :he t';in nozzle lip. The detail
of the tabs used in both coannular nozzles are illustrated in Fi^ure 3.3-3.
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3.3.3 Ejector
The ejector geometry is based on preliminary nozzle design configurations used for AST/
SCAR engine studies. The configuration is representative of the vehicle requirements in the
take-off flight mode with the 0.75 area ratio ceannular nozzle as illustrated in Figure 3.34.
The ejector contains six pressure taps located along the axis of the ejector. A six probe total
pressure rake is also installed in the ejector inlet to monitor the external fl-)w effects on the
ejector inlet.
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4.0 DATA
The types of data produced during the experimental testing are described in this sectio,T,
along with the test procedure and a matrix showing; the conditions at which each of the m -del
configurations was tested. Various acoustic and aerodynamic parameters were obtained fron.
the testing of the 4 different configurations over a matrix of pressure ratios and temperatures.
Acoustic data and nozzle exit survey data acquired in the Acoustic Test facility covered a
total of 230 operating points. Aerodynamic performance data taken in the large Subsonic
Wind Tunnel (•LSWTI include a total of 80 operating conditions. Acoustic data from this
program are documented in model size and in addition, for selected operating conditions,
the model test data were scaled to represent a full size AST powerplant. The acoustic data
contained in this report are presented as "simulated flight data." That is, the data were
transformed analytically to account I -or the tunnel shear layer refraction and moving medi-
um rt'tecis, as described in detail in Section 4.2. The data are thus in the sane form as
would be obtained from airplane flyover data referred to noise emission angle, and where
the frequencies are corrected by the Doppler effect. The data are also available in the as-
measured form (without shear layer and moving ►nedium corrections) in the Comprehensive
Data Report, NASA CR- 135189,
The model scale data are based on the 0.057 m (2.23 in) equivalent diameter size models
tested The acoustic parameters are:
One-third octave band sound pressure level spectra at 3.05 ►m (10 ft) radius from
700 to 1500 relative to the upstream jet axis, corrected to theoretical day condi-
tion.. " Tl ►eoretical day" is -,I hypothetical day with atmospheric conditions pro-
ducing zero atmospheric attenuation of noise. The noise levels thus were corrected
for the full amount of atmospheric absorption oectirring during each test point.
•	 Overall sound pressure level at 3.05 m (10 ft) fo-, the same angles as the above
spectra.
•	 One-third octave band power spectra for the 0.057 m (2.23 in) equivalent diameter
models.
•	 Overall sound power level.
The following acoustic parameters are scaled 22.5 times to a 1.27 in (50 in) size to represent
a full size AST powerplant.
• One-third octave band sound pressuree level spectra corrected to FAA day, 2Q80K
(77°F) and 70`,yo relative humidity at 45.7 m (150 ft) radius from 70 0 to 1500 re-
lative to the upstream jet axis.
•	 Overall sound pressure level at 45.7 in (150 ft) radius from 700 to 150° relative
to the upstream jet axis.
O	 One-third octave band rower spectra.
Perceived noise Ie' lcls calculated at various sideline distances (61 in ( 200 ft), 1 1 3 !m
(370 ft), 244 m (806 ft) and 64 1) in (2128 ft)) front to 150° relative to the up-
stream jet axis.
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The aerodynamic parameters are:
•	 Nozzle thrust coefficient.
•	 Nozzle flow coefficient for each stream.
•	 Static pressure distribution along the external surface of the fan nozzle and the in-
ternal surface of the ejector.
•	 Velocity profiles in the plane of the ejector exit (whether or not the ejector was in
place) and total pressures at the ejector inlet when the ejector was in place.
The actual test procedure used to obtain the acoustic data in the Acoustic Test Facility was
as follows:
1. The heater in the air supply system was started and allowed to run for sufficient time
to provide the desired test stand air supply temperature of 394'K (2500F).
2. The acoustic and pressure measuring systems were checked and calibrated.
3. Wind tunnel velocity was set and allowed to stabilize.
4. Pressure and temperature were set in each stream and allowed to stabilize.
5	 pressure and temperature were read under steady state operating conditions and entered
on computer coding sheets for subsequent computerized data reduction.
6. Acou tic data were tape recorded simultaneously on 9 channels for subsequent processing.
7. On-line on,--third octave band analysis was performed on signals from selected micro-
phones (i.e.. S)° and 150') to ensure satisfactory operation.
The above test provedurc was followed in the testing of all configurations ensuring consis-
tency in the resul ts obtaineu during the program.
The test procedure used to obtain the aerodynamic data ill
	
LSWT was as follows:
I . The tunnel motor was started and ;^c tunnel and nozzle balance temperature allowed
to stabilize.
2. Pressure measuring transducers were calibra:^d.
3. The required tunnel velocity was established.
4. The nozzle balance fail
	 primary flow valves were set to a given nozzle pressure
ratio.
5. The balance base cavity pressure was adjusted to return the bala. , ce to the null position.
6. All pressure and temperature data were recorded oil
	
tape fog subsequent data
reduction.
1
.,
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The major acoustic and aerodynamic findings of the program are presented in this report for
eacn configuration. In addition, a tabulation of acoustic power level, peak perceived noise
level and overall sound pressure levels at all measurement angles, for all test points, is included
in Appendix A.
Due to the large amount of data involved, the complete results of the testing have been com-
piled separately in the Comprehensive Data Report (CDR), NASA CR-135189. This report
includes the model scale data as measured and transformed to "Simulated plight" as well as
selected full size data.
Table 4-1 lists the nozzle operating conditions for each acoustic test point. In this table,
4	 nominal v;ilues of the stream temperatures and pressures are listed.
The matrix of conditions simulated in the aerodynamic performance tests is presented in
Table 4-i1. An unheated air supply system was employed, thcrefore only pressure ratios are
identified.
The detailed data reduction procedures and sample data outputs are presented in Section 4.1
and 4,2. A discussion of the acoustic data validity based on a comparison of static data with
previous results is presented in Section 4.3. The method used to synthesize the jet noise of a
coannular nozzle is presented in Section 4.4 for reference purposes.
4.1 AERODYNAMIC DATA REDUCTION
The meas , ired aerodynamic properties are divided into three categories:
(a) TOrust Coefficients and Flow Coefficients
(b) Surface Static Pressures
(c) Nozzle Exit Profiles and Ejector inlet Total Pressures
Tile basic aerodynamic performance characteristics are presented in category (a) along with
the flow properties in each stream. The static pressures (b) provide the axial pressure distribu-
tions useful in diagnosing the performance of the nozzles. The exit profiles (cl include the temp-
erature and velocity surveys measured in the nozzle plume. The ejector inlet pressures com-
plcrnent the exit surveys. The thrust coefficients and flow coefficient were measured in the
LSWT. The surface static pressures were measured in both the LSWT and the Acoustic 'Test
Facility. The nozzle exit profile and ejector inlet pressures were measured in the Acoustic
Test Facility.
ihese data are based on pressure, temperature and thrust measurements made while maintain-
ing steady-state model flow conditions during each test point. The pressure data were estab-
lished by means of a pressure transducer system. The temperatures were measured with the
use of digital thennocouple indicators. The thrust measurements were based oil
	 output of
the force balance. The reduction of the basic data to the final aerodynamic parameters is
described in detail in the following sections.
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TABLE 4-1
ACOUSTIC TEST MATRIX
Configuration 1 —Convergent Reference Nozzle
Tunnel Speed V^ (mps)
Pt/Pa Tt ( O K)	 Static	 30 61
1.3 394	 X	 X X
1.53 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X X
2.0 X	 X X
2.5 X	 X X
3.2 X	 X X
1.3 589	 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X X
2.5 X	 X X
3.2 X	 X X
1.3 700	 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X X
2.5 *X	 *X
1
*X
3.2 X	 X X
104
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
*X
X
*Ejector exit plane traverse
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TABLE 44 (Cont'd)
Configuration 2 — 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
Tunnel Speed V„ (mps)
Ptp/Pa	 Ttp (°K)	 Ptf/Pa Ttf (°K) Static 30 61 104
1.53	 394	 1.3 394 X X X X
1.53 X X X X
1.8 X X X X
I 2.5 X X X X
3.2 X X X X
1.3 589 X X X X
1.8 X X X X
2.5 X X X X
3.2 X X X X
No primary flow	 1.3 700 X X X X
1.8 X X X X
2.5 *X X *X *X
3.2 X X X X
1.3 700 X X X
1.8 X X X
2.5 *X *X *X
3.2 X X X
* Ejector exit plane traverse
a
0
4	 •
a I.
130
*X
X
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TABLE 4-1(Cont'd)
Configurati : ° - 1.2 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
Tunnel Speed V„ (mps)
Ptp/Pa	 Ttp (°K)	 Ptf/Pa
r
Ttf (°K) Static	 30	 61 104
1.53	 394	 1.3 394 X	 X	 X X
1.53 X	 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X	 X X
2.5 X	 X	 X X
3.2 X	 X	 X X
1.3 589 X	 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X	 X X
2.5 X	 X	 X X
3.2 X	 X	 x X
1.3 700 X	 X	 X X
1.8 X	 X	 X X
I
2.5 *X	 X	 *X *X
3.2 X	 X	 X X
* Ejector exit plane traverse
1
130
*X
X
r
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TABLE 4-11
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ':EST MATRIX
Configuration 1 — Q..-wergent Reference Nozzle
Tunnel Speed — V.. (mps)
Ptp/Pa	 Static	 61	 104 130	 f
1.3	 x	 x	 x x
1.53	 X	 X	 x X
1.8	 X	 X	 X X
2.5	 X	 X	 X x
3.2	 x	 X	 X X
Configuration 2 — 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
Configuration 3 — 0.75 Area Ratio Coarnular Nozzle With Ejector
Configuration 4 — 1.20 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
Tunnel Speed — Va, (mps)
Ptp/Pa Ptf/Pa Static 61	 104	 130
1.53 1.3 X x	 X X
1.53 1.53 X x	 X X
`	 1.53 1.8 X X	 x X
1.53 2.5 X X	 x x
1.53 3.2 X x	 X X
For all tests nozzle flow temperatures were ambient (i.e. 289°K - 300°K (60°F - 800F)
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4.1.1 Thrust Coefficients and Flow Coefficients
The thrust coefficient of a nozzle is a function of the thrust produced by the nozzle (F) and
the ideal thrust which is available (Fi ) based on the properties of the flow entering the noz-
zle. When external flow tests are conducted the nozzle force (F) is a combination of internal
and external (i.e., drag) forces. The nozzle thrust coefficient, C F, is defined as:
F
CF = Fit
where:
F = Fb + AF (N, lbs)
and F,,
 = balance force
AF = external friction on nozzle support shaft
The total ideal thrust (Fit) is defined as:
	
Fi
 t  = FiPnmary + FiFan	
(N, lbf)
The ideal thrust (Fi ) of each stream is calculated by the equation.
7+,	 r-'
	
z	 p
Fr	 P t A"` /2.-t 	 2	 y.^ 	 a	 r
	yI 	 y+ I	 pt	 J
where:
Pt = Total pressure at instrumentation station (N/m 2, psis)
Pa = ambient pressure (N/m 2 , psia)
Pt	 ^; 7 1	 2
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4.1.3 Exit Profiles and Ejector Inlet Total Pressures
Temperature and velocity profiles were obtained in the plane of the ejector exit. All config-
urationE (wi th or without an ejector) were traversed along a radial line in the same plane.
When :ne ejector was installed, it was oriented c rc .:,,;erentially such that the traverse probe
was midway bet%een the support struts. Tl:e probe readings therefore reflect an average of
the cirn.umferential dis!hbuti,m.
The probe simultaneously measured a static pressure (Ps ), a total pressure (Pt) and a total
temperature (Tt ) at a given radial position (R). The velocity (V) was then calculated by
the following equation:
r	 t.
7gc g Tt M2
	
V =	 (m/sec, ft/sec)
7-1 M21+	 22
where:
7-,
	
=	 2 ( t /Ps) 7M	 — 1
7-1
The ejector inlet total pressures (Pt ) were measured radially bet°ween the ejector lip and noz-
zle hull. 'The pressures are non -d.imentionalized by the tunnel total pressure (Pto).
A sample of the traverse data is illustrated in Figure 4.1-1 c. It is tabulated at each radial po-
sition (R), non-dimensionalized to the exit radius of the ejector (Rexit)• A sample of the
ejector inlet data is illustrated in Figure 4 . 1-1d. It is tabulated at each radial position (R),
non-dimeriaionalized to the radius of the leading edge of the ejector (RL.E.)-
All the resultant traverse and ejector inlet total pressure data are included in Volume III of
the CDR.
f
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(A)	 Sample Tluvat and Flow Coefficient Data
C.ONFIG NO.	 RUN/PT	 PTP/P 1 PTFMA CF CDP CDF VO
3	 49/04	 1.54 1.30 332 1.019 934 342.8
3	 49/05	 I. jrj 1.30 .924 1.021 .923 425.0
3	 49/06	 1.53 1.53 .928 1.019 .950 426.2
3	 50/0?_	 1.53 1.51 960 1.020 970 .0
(B) Sample Static Pressure Data
CONFIG 3, 0.75 AF/AP COANNULAR LI ECTOR NOZZLE RUN/PT 49/04
TAP	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12
X/L	 -.444 -326 -.201 -.069 -.005 .014 .031	 .104 .193 .279 .503 .948
P/PA
	
.991 .997 1.066 1.005 1.003 1.000 1.009	 1.005 1.000 .998 1.004 1.009
CONFIG 3. 0.75 AF/AP COANNULAR EJECTOR NOZZLE RUN/PT 49/05
TAP	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12
X/L	 -.444 -.326 -.201 -.069 -.005 .014 .031	 .104 .193 .279 .503 .948
P/PA
	
.987 .996 1. 1 03 1.013 1.013 1.009 1.022	 1.014 1.007 1.004 1.012 1.015
CONFIG 3, 0.75 AF/AP COANNULAR EJECTOR NOZZLE RUN/PT 49/06
TAP	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12
X/L	 -.444 -.326 -.201 -.069 -.005 .014 .031	 .104 .193 .279 .503 .948
P/PA
	
.986 .995 1.104 1.007 1.002 1.000 1.014	 1.006 .998 .994 1.006 1.014
CONFIG 3. 0.75 AF/AP COANNULAR EJECTOR NOZZLE RUN/PT 50102
TAP	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8 9 10 11 12
X/L	 -.444 -.326 -.201 -.069 -.005 .014 .031	 .104 .193 .279 .503 .948
P/PA
	
1.000 .999 1.000 .991 .959 .956 .943	 .959 .965 .964 .969 .995
Eigure 4.1-1	 Sample of the Aeroilynamir Data Contained in the Comprehensive Data
Report NASA CR-135189
d
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(C) Sample Traverse Data
Configuration 3 0.75 AR Coannular Nozzle with Ejector
Run 3534
i
R/R Exit 0 .188 .375 .500 .563 .625 .750 .875 938 1.0
'c
TT Exit (OF)
i
224 270 452 559 564 522 380 248 193 120
V Exit (fps) 915 948 1117 1452 1634 1626 1211 658 499 63
Run 3536
R/R Exit 0 .188 .375 .500 .563 .625 .750 .875 1.0 1.125
TT Exit (°F) 192 220 414 524 534 494 436 361 75 .60
V Exit (fps) 846 907 1102 1415 1557 1554 1415 1172 133 188
(D) Sample Ejector Inlet Total Pre .ores - Pt/Pto
Configuration 3, 0.75 AR Coannular Nozzle with Ejector
Probe #
	
13 14 15 16 17 18
Run # R/R L.E.	 .792 .823 .854 .885 .916 .947
3534 .998 1.001 1.0016 1.0016 .9996 .8965
3536 1.0112 1.0148 1.0176 1.0189 1.0197 1.0204t
f
3537 1.0098 1.0134 1.0155 1.0169 1.0183 1.0189
t
3.539 .9993 .9986 .9979 .9979 .9966 .9066
I! Figure 4.1-1 Sarnple Aerodynamic Data (Continued)
s
F.
^i
1v.
^ ms's•'
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4.2 .ACOUSTIC DATA REDUCTION
The measured acoustic signals recorded by the microphone array at 3.05 m (10 ft) radius
were analyzed, corrected and converted to full size engine data (22.5X model size) by the
procedure illustrated in Figures 4.2-1 and 2 for data without and with tunnel flow (static
and in-flight conditions), respectively. These figures also indicate the data output available
for both the 0.0566m (2.23 in) equivalent diameter model size and the 1.27 m (50 in) full
size soiled engine data. The corrections used are described in more detail in the following
paragraphs. All of the model data are available in the companion Comprehensive Data Report
(GDR) NASA CR-135189 (Ref. 9).
rFar Field Acoustic Signals Recorded and Stored i
cn Magnetic Tape: Nina Microphones at 3.05 m I
(10 ft) radius
Acoustic Signals Analyzed to Produce
One-Third Octave Band Spectra From
100 Hz to 80,000 Hz
• Spectra Corrected for Cable and
Microphone Calibrations
• Specti.Converted to "Theo retical Day"
by Correct[ .2 to "Zero" Atmospheric
Absorption
• Calculation of Overall Souno Pressure
Level, Sound Power Level Spectra a.-r'
Ovorall Sound Power Level
• "Theoreticaf Day" Spectra Scaled 22.5X
Size to Produce Acoustic Parameters
for 1.27 m (50 in) Equivalent Diameter
Full Size Engine at 45.7 m (150 ft)
Radius Measuring Distance
• Scaled Spectra Corrected to FAA Day
by Subtracting FAA day Atmospheric
:absorption from "Theoretical Day"
SPL Values
• OASPL Calculated
• PNL Calculated for Different Sideline
Distances
Output i.All test points)
Data for 0.0566 m (2.23 in) Equivalent Diameter
Models Converted to "Theoretical Day" (Zero
Atmospheric Absorption)
• SPL Spectra for all Angles at 105 m
(iOft) Radius
• OASPL at Each Atigie
• PWL (f) and OAPWL
(Selected Test Points)
Data for 1.27 m (50 in) Equivalent Diameter Full l
Scale AST Engine Converted to FAA Day
• SPL Spectra and OASPL for all Angles
at 45.7 m (150 ft) Radius
• PWL (f) and OAPWL
• PNL at 45.7 m (150 ft) Radius and 61 m
(200 ft), 112.8 m 11370 ft), 243.8 m i800 ft)
and 648.6 m (2128 ft) Sidelines
s
Figure 4.2-1	 Acoustic Data Reduction Procedure For Static Conditions
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Far Field Acoustic Signalt Recorded and
Stored on Magnetic Tape: Nine Microphones
at 3.05 m (10 ft) Radius
Acoustic Signals Analyzed to Produce One-
Third Octave Band Spectra From I Hz
to 80,000 Hz
• Spectra Corrected for Cable and
Microphone Calibrations
• Spectre Convened to "Theoretical Day"
by Correcting to "Zero" Atmospheric
Absorption
• Calculation of total sound pressure level,
TSPL (100 Hz to 80,000 Hz and sum of
sound pressure level SSPL (500 Hz to
80.0W Hz)
• Tunnel Background Noise Removal
• Calculation of corrected TSPL and SSPL
• Shear Layer Refraction Corrections
OM - 0'	 SPL+ASPL1
• Moving Medium Corrections
e 1 -+0R
 
(SPL +,ASPL1)+ASPL2
• Interpolation to the Original Angles
• Calculation of "Simulated Flight" Overall
Sound Pressure Level, Sound Power Level
Spectra and Overall Sound Power Level
• "Simulated Flight" Spectra Scaled 22.5X
Size to Produce Acoustic Parameters for
1,27 m (50 in) equivalent Diameter Full
Si pe Engine at 45.7 m (150 ft! Radius
Measuring Distance
• Scaled Spectra Corrected to FAA Day
by Subtracting FAA Day Atmospheric
Absorption From "Simulated Flight"
SPL Values
• OASPL Calculated
• PNL Calculated for Different Sideline
Distances
Out ut (All Test Points)
As Measured Data for 0.0566 m (2.23 in) Equivalent
Diameter Models Converted to 'Theoretical Day"
with Background Noise Removed.
• SPL Spectra for All Angles at 3.05m (10 ft)
Radius
• TSPL and SSPL at Each Angle
Data With Shear Layer Refraction Corrections
t, OASPL at Each Angle
Data With Moving Medium Corrections
• TSPL and SSPL at Each Angle
Simulated Flight Data Interpolated to Original Angles
• SPL Spectra for All Angles at 3.05 m (10 ft.)
Radius
• OASPL at Each Angle
• PWL (f) and OAPWL
Output (Selected Test Points)
Data for 1,27 m (50 in) Equivalent Diameter Full
Scale AST Engine Converted to FAA Day
• SPL Spectra and OASPL for all Angles at
45.7 m (150 ft) Radius
• PWL (f ► and OASWL
• PNL at 45.7 m (150 ft) Radius and 61 m (200 ft)
112.8 m (370 ft), 243.8 m (800 ft) and 648.6 m 	 f
(2128 ft) Sidelines
Figure 4.2	 Acoustic Data Reduction Procedure For Flight Simulated Conditions
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The tape recorded far-field signals from the nine microphones were reduced to one-third
octave band sound pressure levels (SPLs) by analog/digital analysis equipment. This analysis
was performed on a General Radio No. 1921 analyzer.
The one-third octave band as-measured model size sound pressure levels, analyzed from
100 Hz to 80,000 Hz, were corrected for calibrated cable and microphone frequency
response. The frequency response of the installed cathode follower and microphone exten-
sion cable from the microphone to the recording console was obtained by a point-to-point
sine wave insertion covering the range of measurement frequencies. The microphones were
calibrated in the laboratory utilizing a variable frequency, eiectro-static actuator to obtain
the open circuit sensitivity and frequency response. The calibration data were processed by
a computer program which provided a printout of one-third octave band corrections. To
establish the complete system sensitivity, a B&K type 4220 piston phone was used. Im-
mediately prior to each series of test recordings, an acoustic calibration was performed by
applying the B&K piston phone to each microphone, providing a known sinusoidal sound
pressure level at 250 Hz to the microphone diaphragm, thereby establishing an acoustic
reference level.
The measured data were transformed into "theoretical day" data by applying the values of
atmospheric absorption defined in Reference 11. This procedure entails adding algebraically
ASPL as a function of frequency, relative humidity, and ambient temperature to the
measured SPL. The ASPL corrections represent an estimate of the absolute sound absorp-
tion in each of the one-third octave bands. The resulting "theoretical day" data represents
the noise that would be measured at the microphone if no noise was lost through atmos-
pheric absorption. Data in this form can thus be scaled to represent the noise of a full scale
engine. Typical values of atmospheric absorption, calculated by the method of Reference 1 1
for the 3.05 m k10 ft) measuring distance, used in this program are illustrated in Table 4-1I1.
The corrections at the very high frequencies, i.e., above 40K Hz, become quite large. At 80K
Hz, the correction of 6.4 dB for the case shown in Table 4-11I represents a loss of nearly 77%
of the sound energy that would have been radiated to the microphone if no atmospheric ab-
sorption were present. The atmospheric absorption values resulting from the formula used
in reference 11 have been found to be in acceptable agreement to recent NASA sponsored
experimental results for frequencies up tc 100K Hz (see Appendix Q. The application of
these corrections to the noise data resulted in an "uplift" in noise levels at the very high
frequencies for much of the data compared to "ideal' jet noise behavior. However, since
the University of Mississippi Procedure is considered to be the "state-of-the-art," the formula
of Reference 11 were used directly to calculate the values of atmospheric absorption for fre-
quencies up to 80,000 llz. The "theoretical day" SPLs were integrated over the measured fre-
quency range to obtain overall sound pressure levels (QASPLs). A detailed discussion on the
"theoretical day" data are contained in Appendix C.
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e feq.
(K Hz)	 A SPL (dB)
<	 2.0 0.0
2.s 0.1
3.2 0.1
4.0 0.1
5.0 0.1
6.3 0.2
8.0 0.3
10.0 0.4
12.5 0.6
16.0 0.8
20.0 1.2
25.0 1.6
31.5 2.2
40.0 2.9
5C.0 3.7
63.0 4.8
80.0 6.4
10e.0 8.1
III
t
4 3;.
TABLE 4-111
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION ESTIMATES
FOR A TYPICAL DATA POINT
3.05 m ( 10 ft) Radius
Temperature - 286i K (55°F)
Relative Humidity - 50%
E
L
When the tunnel flow was on, simulating the in -flight operation, three corrections were
applied to the data in order to account for, fa) the tunnel background noise, (b) the tunnel
shear layer refraction and (c) the moving med'Ma (tunnel flow) effect. The tunnel back-
ground noise was removed by logarithmic subtr;;ction of the background noise spectra from
the data. The shear layer refraction correction accounts for sound wave refraction by the
tunnel shear layer. Sound propagating through the smear layer is refracted and changed in
amplitude. A detailed theoretical discussion on the shclr layer refraction correction is con-
tained in Appendix D. The theory of Amiet (Ref. 8) proOdes correction equations for ampli-
tude and angle which when applied, result in directivity paCOrns that are consistent with
moving the shear layer to infinity. (See Fig. 4.2-3a) Data corrocted by this method corres-
pond to a frame of reference in which source and observer are fia ^d relative to each other in
an airstream extending to infinity and would be equivalent to meas._ Tements taken by a micro-
phone moving with the aircraft. In this frame of reference, the airstrcion that extends to in-
finity convects the sound wave fronts during propagation from source to :microphone. Rather
than use this coordinate frame of reference, it is Jesirable to convert to a nu-.zle fixed coor-
dinate system with zero mean velocity. To do this, the shear layer corrected aw-de, 0'- must
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be corrected to the retarded angle (or angle of noise emission), @ R. As shown in Figure 4.2-
3b, correction of the angle, 0' , to angle of noise emission, 0 R, at stream Mach number, M..,
is given by the relation:
tan B`= sin OR
	
Eq. 4-1
cos OR - Mw
where the angles are measured relative to the upstream jet axis. Corrections based on
Equation 4.1 are referred to as moving medium corrections. The combined shear layer and
moving medium correction procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.2-4. Application of the
moving medium and shear layer correlations provides data that can be compared directly with
static test noise spectra and directivity for purposes of determining flight effects. The angle
and amplitude corrections are tabulated in Tables 44V and 4-V for the shear layer refrac-
tion and moving medium correction. The first table, 4-IV, lists the 9 microphone measure-
ment angles, 8 M . The shear layer corrected angle, 0', and the amplitude correction, ASPL,
are listed for each 9 M at each tunnel speed V.. The second table, 4V, also lists the shear
layer corrected angles shown in Table 44V and the noise emission angles, O R, corresponding
to each microphone measurement angle 0 M to O
R
 changes the ray path distance by the fac-
tor sin 0'/sin 0 R. The SPL level is thus corrected for spherical divergency by the factor
ASPL2 = 20 log sin 0'/sin 8R.
a) COMBINED CORRECTIONS
	
b) MOVING MEDIUM CORRECTION
POSITION CORRECTED
FOR SHEAR LAYER
(EOUAL RADIUS)
E
A4LA
\\ 9rti
e I\ B'
SHEAR LAYER CORRECTION: 0 —°+- y
OBSERVER
TUNNEL SHEAR LAYER
FLOW
Figure 4.2-3	 Schematic of Simulated Flight Data
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POSITION CORRECTED
COMBINED CORRECTIONS	 FOR SHEAR LAYER
(E0 6lAL RADIUS)
OBSERVER
1 \
`\ 41
	
\
8R \TUNNEL SHEAR LAYER	 B
FLOW	 `	 \^
x
SOURCE
SHEAR LAYER CORRECTION: b - 6'
MOVING MEDIt)M CORRECTION	 OR
Figure 4.2-4 Schematic of Shear Layer and Moving Medium Corrections
The complete results of the testing have been compiled separately in the Compreh. nsive
Data Report, NASA CR-135189 (Ref. 9), which includes both the model scale and selected
full size data. All the model data is presented for a "theoretical day," while the full size
data is presented for an FAA day (RH = 70%, Temp. 298°K). Typical sample data pages
for the flight data in the as measured condition with background noise removed, and with
shear layer and moving medium corrections incorporated (simulated flight) are shown in
Tables 4-VI to 4-VIII. Table 4-IX is a sample model data page for both static and simulated
light condition with the pertinent nozzle operating parameters. At selected test points for
both static and flight condition, the theoretical day noise data were scaled 22.5X model size
to repre^rnt a full size engine jet exhaust. A sample of scaled engine data is shown in Table
4-X.
Table 4-VI is a sample data page of the "as measured" model data on a theoretical day with
the tunnel background noise removed. The title lists the computer program (DFCK) where
the data are stored, the length of data (LD), the test date (DATE) and the test stand (STND).
The test run number is listed under (OBS) and (CORR).
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TABLE 41V
SHEAR LAYER CORRECTION
Tunnel Velocity. V.
30 mps 61 mps 104 mps 130 mps(100 fps) (200 fps) (340 fps) (425 fps)
dbleasumd 8' ASPLt ® f ASPL^ 8 f 4SpL1 9^ =ASPLL
70* 75.0 .42 79.5 .92 87.5 1.84 92.0 2.48
80* 84.5 .24 89,0 .55 96.0 1.20 100.0 1.66
90* 94.5 .05 98.S .18 104.5 .55 108.0 82
1000 104.0 -.13 108.5 - .20 113.5 - .12 117.0 - .01
11W 114.0 -.32 118.5 - .57 123.5 - .82 126.5 - .88
1200 124.5 -.52 129.0 - .96 133.5 -1.43 136.5 -1.70
130* 135.0 -.70 139.5 -1.30 144.0 -1.98 146.5 -2.32
14W 145.5 -.85 150.0 -1.48 155.0 -1.80 157.0 -1.96
l50* 156.0 -.76 160.0 - .70 163.5 - .24 1645 - .10
•
NOTE: 1) For 3 .05 m (10 R) polar array microphones,
0.91 m (36 in) dia. tat nozzle.
2) 9' and ASPL, determined from enun6D-2
I through 3 of Appendix D.
TABLE 4 V
ANGLE CORRECTION FOR MOVING MEDIUM
Tunnel Velocity, V.
30 mps 61 mps ' !04 tv P- 130 mps
(i00 fps) (20Ctfps) 340.f;4) (425 fps)
B Measured B' B$ B' OR B' !L B' @ It
700 75.0 70.0 79.5 70.0 87.5 70.0 92.0 70.0
800 84.5 79.5 89.0 79.0 96.0 78.5 100.0 78.0
900 94.5 89.5 98.5 88.5 104.5 87.5 108.0 87.0
100* 104.0 99.5 108.5 99.0 113.5 97.5 117.0 97.5
1100 114.0 109.5 118.5 109.5 123.5 109.5 126.5 109.0
1200 124.5 120.5 129.0 121.0 133.5 121.5 136.5 121.5
130* 135.0 131.5 139.5 133.0 144.0 134.0 146.5 135.0
140* 145.5 143.0 150.0 145.5 155.0 148.0 157.0 148.5
1500 156.0 154.0 160.0 156.0 163.5 158.5 164.5 158.5
I
V
.
	Sin OR
_ -	 Tan B' a
ao	 cos 0 R-M,*
Sin 6'OSPL2 = 20 Los	 9 R
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The ambient values of tunnel velocity, V,,; temperature, Ta, relative humidity, RH a , and
pressure. Pa , present during the model test are listed on the right hand side of each data page,
Tables 4-V I to 4-X.
-Below the title are the tabulated, as measured model scale one-third octave band sound pres-
sure levels at a 3.05 m (10 ft) polar distance under free-field measurement conditions during a
"theoretical day" with the tunnel background noise removed. The center frequencies of the
30 measured one-third octave bands from 100 Hz to 80K Hz are listed in the left hand
column. The one-third octave band sound pressure levels for each microphone measuring
angle 70° to ISO' at each 10 degree increments are listed in the appropriate columns.
Below the one-third octave band sound pressure level where the total sound pressure level
(TSPL) is the integration from 100 Hz to $OK Hz and the sum of sound pressure level
(SSPL) is the integration from 500 Hz to 80K Hz. For certain conditions of lt;gh tunnel
flow and nozzle velocities in the low end of the test matrix, the frequencies below SOO Hz
were contaminated by a background noise. Nominal tunnel background noise had been
measured by running the nozzle and tunnel at exactly the same speed. This nominal back-
ground noise was removed from the measured data. The "extra" low frequency noise is
thought to he to an interaction of the jet and tunnel flows (when the model and tunnel
jet velocities were not equal) and could not be separated from the data. Tlius, for the in-
flight conditions, SSPL was used as the overall sound pressure level. Since this spurious
noisy
 was below 500 Hz in the model data, it would be present at frequencies only below
25 liz for a full size engine. Therefore, it can be removed without introducing an error in
the ovcrail noise characteristics.
Table VII is a sample data page of the model data oil theoretical day with the shear layer
and moving medium corrections. At the top of the page is listed the title for data identifica-
,.	 tion. Below the title are listed thr • orrected angles and overall sound pressu,i levels (TSPIA
and (SSPL) at a 3.05 in 	 ft) radi is after the shear layer refraction corrction. Below the
shear layer refraction correction data are listed the comcted angles (i.e., noise emission angles)
ks	 and overall sound pressure levels (TSPL..) and (SSPL) at a 3.05 in (10 ft) radius after the
moving medium_ correction.
Table 4-VIII is a sample page of the model data oil  theoretical day with shear layer and
moving medium corrections and with the noise data interpolated to the original angles (i.e..
70° to 150° at cacti 10 degree increments). At the top of the page is listed the title for data
ittentitication. Below tide title are the interpolated, model scale one-third octave band
sound pressure levels at a 3.05 m (10 ft) radius on a "theoretical day." The center fre-
quencies of the 30 measured one-third octave bands from 100 tlz to 80K flz are listed in
dte left hand column. The one-third octave band sound pressure levels for each microphone
measuring angle 70° to 150° at each 10 degree increments are listed in the appropriate
columns. Below the one-third octave band sound pressure levels are liswu the 3.O5 in (10 ft.)
radius overall sound pressure level TSPL and SSPL for each angle.
Table 4-IX is a sample of a final data page. At the top of the page are listed the In rtinent
ambient and nozzle operating p;,ramcters in both U.S. custuntary units as well as tide
International System of Units (S.I.).
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IThe left hand columns list the fuli scale primary and fan stream exhaust nozzle areas (AREA)
as equal to zero to indicate: that the noise data are in model scale form. in the same columns
are found the stream total to ambient pressure ratio (P.R.) stream temperature (TEMP), and
stream density (RIIO), and the ideally expanded velocity (VEL). The right hand columns
list tllc full scale mass flow (MASS FLOW) as equal to zero to indicate that the noise data
are in scale moue! form. Also listed in this column are the model size ideal thrusts (THRUST,
IDL), exhaust nozzle areas (AREA MOD), and mass flows (W MODU).
Below the parameter listing which defines the test conditions are the tabulated, model scale
one-third octave band sound pressure levels at a 3.05 in (10 fi) polar distance tinder free-
field measurement conditions during a "theoretical day." The center frequencics of the 30
measured one-third octave bands from 100 Hz to 80K Hz are listed in the left hand column.
The one-third octave band sound pressure levels for each microphone measuring angle, 70°
to 150° for each 10° increments, at each one-third octave band are listed in the appropriate
columns. This format is used both for the static data and the "simulated flight" data wWch
are directly conlp:irablc.
The one-third octave band power levels (referenced to 10 -12 watts) are listed ;A the extrenle
right hand side of the page. Below the one-third octave band sound pressutc and sound
power levels are listed the 3.05 m (10 ft) radius ovcra!l sound pressure level (OSPL) for each
angle and the overall sound power level (OAPWL). The OSPL represent.,; the total noise
contained in the frequency range from 100 to 80K llz and thus contains the spurious low
frequency noise below 500 liz discussed previously. The overall sound pressure excluding
the spurious noise is the SSPL term in Table 4-VIII.
At selected te;;t points, the theoretical day noise data were scaled to represent a full size
SCAR engine having linear dimensions corresponding to a 1.27 m (50 in) equivalent nozzle
diameter (22.5 times the model size). Thus, the "simulated flight" and static model SPLs
were increased by 20 lug 22.5 to produce full scale engine noise characteristics. The full
scale SPLs were extrapolated to 45.7 in radius, and corrected froth a "theoretical day" to a
standard FAA day by applying the spherical divergence law, A dB = 20 log r 2 /rl and the
atntosplleric attenuation corrections of SAE ARP 866 (Ref. 1 1). Overall sound pressure
levels (OS?Ls) were determined by integrating the SPLs from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz,
For these selected test points, perceived noise levels (?NI_s) were computed according to SAL:
ARP 865A (Ref. 12) tom the SPL spectra and extrapolated to various sideline distances at
zero altitude. As with all of the data in this report, the acoustic levels are based on free field
conditions. Sound power level spectra and overall power level were detennined individually
for the model data and data scaled to gull sirs by spatial integration over the nine micro-
phone positions from the listed SPLs and OASPLs assuming synlnletry about the jet axis
of the noise generation. Since the theoretical day model scale data represent the noise that
would be measured if no atmospheric absorption were present, ;hc power levels represent
noise generation at the source. The full scale data, however, represent noise that would be
measured oil standard FAA day. Thus the full scale power levels represent an integration
of the far field noise levels oil standard FAA day, reflecting the colnnlon method for com-
paring full scale data, Tile actual power level calculations employed were.
PWL= 1l lug ( --- W ) = sound power level, in decibels
Wref
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n	 Pit
where: W =	 E	 AAi = the acoustic power, in watts
i = 1	 PoC
Wref =	 10
-12 watts = the reference power level
{ SPL ^
Pit =	 10	 10	 Pref2 = mean square sound pressure
Pref =	 20 ?C 10'
6
 N/m 2 = reference acoustic pressure
Po =	 atmospheric density
C =	 atmospheric speed of sound
n =	 number of microphones
AAi =	 surface of spherical segment associated with i th microphone.
• for the first microphone
AAi = 2irr2
 [Cos 0 1 -cos ( 
B 1 +81	
A	 i = 1
1)
• for intermediate microphones
e i- 1 +0 i 	 0.+0 i+ lAAi = 2^rr2
 [ cos	 cos	 i = 2, .... n-1
• for the last microphone
Bi-1 +0 1AAi = 27rr2
 [ cos (------ ) - cos O i l	 i = n
2
i
1	 where: r = distance of microphone from nozzle
z
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As the characteristics of the test facility ensure far-field acoustic signals free from ground
reflections, all acoustic values calculated from the measured data are also free field. The
extrapolated values do not include extra ground attenuation.
The acoustic data for the full scale engine are compiled on computer output sheets in the
Comprehensive Data Report. Table 4-X is a sample data page. This data page has the same
format as does the final model data page (Table 4-1X) except for the following.
1) In the heading, the AREA represents the nozzle area of the full scale engine.
2) .,e noise data are for a standard FAA day.
t
3) Below the OSPLs are fisted the perceived noise levels (PNL) at a 45.7 in 	 ft)
polar and at various sideline distances from 61 in (200 ft) to 648.6 in ft).
These PNLS include air attenuation per reference 11. Extra ground attenuation
corrections have not been applied.
4.3 COMPARISON WITH OUTDOOR RESULTS
In order to establish the validity of the noise data measured in the acoustic wind tunnel, re-
sults from the static runs were compared with the outdoor results from Task IV of contract
NAS3-17866. In NASA CR 2628 (Reference 1), it was shown that the reference convergent
nozzle data and the coannular nozzle data for conditions where the coannular nozzle was
operated as a conventional turbofan (i.e., V f <Vp) agreed with established predictions. In
order to validate the current results, the Reference 1 data were scaled to represent the nozzle
size and microphone location used in the acoustic tunnel tests. Comparisons of the one-
third octave band SPL spectra at 90° and 150 0
 and OASPL. directivity are shown in Figure
43-1 A and B for the convergent nuzzle at subsonic and supersonic conditions, respectively.
Results of the static runs from the two test facilities (acoustic wind tunnel and outdoor)
showed good agreement. At both subsonic and supersonic jet conditions, a difference of
less than 2 dB is observed around the peak jet noise frequencies and elsewhere the difference
is less than 4 dB. In terms of OASPL directivity, the data agree within 2 dB for all angles.
Similar results were obtained for the 0.75 and 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzles. Typical com-
a
	
	 parisons are shown in Figure 4.3-2A and B for 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle at subsonic
and supersonic fan conditions. From these comparisons, it can be concluded that the data
obtained in the acoustic wind tunnel compare well with data obtained from the outdoor
facility.
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4.4	 COANNULAR NOISE SYNTHESIS
This procedure estimates the sound power level from a coannular nozzle to be equal to the
sum of the sound power levels from two independent convergent nozzle single jets whose
areas are the same as the fan and primary nozzle areas, as shown in Figure 4.4-1. The
operating conditions of the individual jets are taken to be equal to the fan and primary
conditions, respectively, of the coannular nozzle. To allow accurate prediction on this
basis, the reference convergent nozzle was tested at all of the fan and primary conditions in
the coannular nozzle test matrix. The convergent nozzle test data were scaled in level to the
appropriate exhaust areas, and scaled for frequency to the equivalent circular diameters of
the primary and fan nozzle areas, respectively. The scaled data were then added logarith-
mically, as shown in Figure 4.4-1.
_Af _ _ ^- _ _ ___ .. 
♦ .^
vt=AP
	 Vp f -_ _
• SYNTMESIZED NOISE OF COANNULAR NOZZLE - SUM OF NOISE
FROM INDEPENDENT CIRCULAR JETS AT
/
 PRIMARY AND FAN STREAM CONDITIONS
• (POWER LEVELISYN. ` 10 LOG[LOG-' (POL \ LOG-1
PWL
10	 P	 (10
• PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL IPNLI : 10 LOG LOO-1	 MyL	 LOG-' ^-- 
10	 P	 \ 10 1
Figure 4.4-1
	 Coannular Jet Noise Synthesis Procedure
It has been shown in Reference 1 that the synthesis provides a reasonable prediction of the
coannular noise (for V f/Vp
 > 1) only at very low and very high frequencies, and significantly
over estimates the noise in the middle frequency range. The synthesis, however, i ,.`ul as
	 t
a base against which to compare results. Therefore, the synthesis was extended to handle
the in-flight case using the simulated in-flight convergent nozzle d-ta. Typical overall
sound pressure level predictions based on this synthesized model a<<: shown in Figure 4.4-2
for the 0.75 area ratio coannular model at the subsonic and supersonic fan conditions. The
measured data are also shown in the figures for comparison. The measured levels are sub-
stantially lower (up to 10 dB) for both subsonic and supersonic fan conditions. These
differences, which had been reported previously (ref. 1), based on static conditions are now
seen to be retained in-flight. Similar results were observed for the 1.2 area ratio coannular
nozzle. A more detailed discussion of the comparison of predictions based on the synthesis
and measured data is presented in Section 5.1.2.
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5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The acoustic and aerodynamic results obtained from this program are presented in this sec-
tion. The results are discussed at test conditions selected to best illustrate important char-
acteristics and conclusions. The complete acoustic and aerodynamic data are contained in
the Comprehensive Data Report, (Ref. 9).
5.1 DISCUSSION OF ACOUSTIC RESULTS
This experimental investigation produced data showing the effects of relative velocity typical
of VSCE jet exhausts on jet noise of several coannular nozzles. In the following sections, a
discussion of the relative velocity effects on the various configurations is presented. The
noise characteristics of the various configurations are presented in terms of one-third octave
band sound pressure spectra, overall sound pressure level directivity, and relative velociiv
exponents. A correlation of noise and measured velocity profiles is included. The data are
presented in model scale and have been corrected to a theoretical day and "simulated flight"
conditions (with tunnel shear layer refractio- and moving medium corrections applied). A
complete listing of the overall sound pressure levels for each angle and the overall power level
is contained in Appendix A (Part 1) for all configurations at all operating corn] :,ions.
In this test program an arrangement of eight tabs was placed symmetrically around the
nozzle lip of each configuration in order to suppress shock screech. A detailed discussion
on the lip modification investigation is contained in Appendix B.
5.1.1 Acoustic Results
5.1.1.1
	 Reference Convergent Nozzle
The reference convergent nozzle tests provided data not previously available, namely the de-
termination of the effect of flight on the noise of a conical jet at supersonic operating con-
ditions free of the presence of shock screech. In addition, the data were used in the Goan-
nular synthesis noise prediction discussed in Section 4.4. The effect of increasing flight
speed on the jet noise spectrum for a single jet at subsonic conditions is shown in Figures
5.1.1-1 A and B for the 90° and 150° angles, respectively. These data are representati%;e of all
y	 the subsonic jet data obtained during the tests and show two important effects. First, the
noise reductions are much larger at rear angles than at the side angles. Secondly, the spect 11
comparisons show more noise reduction obtained in the lower frequencies, especially for tae
aft angles. The increase in SPL at high values of frequency for the static spectrum is thought
by the authors to be caused by the application of theoretical air absorption corrections. This
increase occurred for conditions of high chamber temperatures and very low humidity, where
the theoretical corrections are very large. The actual existence of the increased SPLs at high
frequency is questionable. However, in order to maintain consistency in presentation of the
data, the atmospheric absorption corrections have been applied as defined in reference 1 1.
The effect on OASPL of the SPL increase at very high frequencies is small since most of the
contribution to OASPL derives from the range of frequencies below 30K. Appendix C coti-
tains a complete discussion on this topic.
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Polar OASPL directivity plots are shown in Figure S . 1.1-2 for the convergent nozzle over
the range of external velocities tested. This figure shows that the OASPLs at all angles are
reduced with increasing tunnel velocit; and that the reductions are larger at the aft angles.
These subsonic jet noise results agree well with the previous investigation as reported in ref,
.rence 4.
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Figure 5.1.1-2 Effect of Relative Velocity On Directivity of Convergent Nuzzle Mudel At
Subsonic Jet Velocity
The effect of relative velocity on the jet noise spectrum for a single jet at a supersonic noz-
zle operating condition is shown in Figure 5.1.1-3 for all tunnel velocities at the 90 0
 and
ISO' microphone angles. At 90°, Figure 5.1.1-3a, increasing tunnel velocity decreased the
levels in the low frequency range, while at the peak frequency of 10 KHz, no change in level
occurred. At 8 = 150°, Figure 5.1.1-3b, the levels were reduced with increasing tunnel velo-
city at all frequencies. The effect of tunnel velocity on OASPL directivity, shown in Figure
5.1.1-4, shows a consistent decrease in noise level at angles greater than 100°, and small
changes forward of 90°. Also, the noise reduction due to tunnel velocity is seen to increase
with increasing angle similar to the subsonic case discussed previously. The noise level is es-
sentially unchanged in the most forward angles due to the lack of reduction in the pi ak fre-
quency levels as was illustrated for 9 = 90° in Figure 5.1.1-3a. This broadband noise is pro-
duced by the interaction of turbulence with the shock system produced by the underexpan-
ded jet. (it is not to be confused with shock screech noise, which is crlracteriz ,.d by a series
of discrete tones produced by a coherent feedback mechanism presen! in some model jet
tests.) As discussed in Appendix B, the model nozzles were designed to eliminate shock
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Figure 5.1.1-4 Effect of Relative Velocity On Directivity of Convergent Nozzle Model At
Supersonic Jet Velocity
screech. The broadband shock noise present in the spectrum was compared to predictions
using the method of Harper-Bourne and Fisher (Ref. 13) in Figure 5.1.1-5. The broadband
lump in the data is accurately predicted by this shock noise procedure. The difference ob-
served in the low frequencies is due to the jet mixing noise present in the data (which is not
accounted for in the predicted spectra), and the difference in the higher frequencies is attri-
buted to the atmospheric air attenuation correction.
To summarize the results presented in this section, the jet mixing noise of the reference con-
vergent nozzle was reduced at ali angles with tunnel speed, while the shock noise component
was either unchanged o: amplified depending on the angle.
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5.1.1.2 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
The effect of relative velocity on the jet noise spectrum of the 0.75 fan to primary area ratio
coannular nozzle at a subsonic fan condition is shown in Figures 5.1.1-6a and b for 90° and
1500 , respectively. The noise reduction at 90° is similar to that of the reference convergent
nozzle configuration. However, the coannular nozzle noise is reduced more at low frequencies
and less at high frequencies compared to the single jet results. At 150 0 , the coannular jet
noise spectrum shows the double peak characteristics typical of coannulir nozzles having
Vf > V P,As discussed in References 1 and 3, the low frequency peak is generated by the
merged jet well downstream of the nozzle and the high frequency peak is generated by the
premerged fan jet close to the nozzle. The portion of the spectrum caused by the merged jet
p	 shows more noise reduction than that due to the pre-merged jet because of the merged jet's
lower velocity, which makes it more sensitive to tunnel velocity. The polar OASPL direc-
tivity for the subsonic fan condition is shown in Figure 5.1.1-7. It shows noise is reduced
with tunnel velocity and the reduction increases for aft angles as was seen for the aingle jet.
Typical spectra for the supersonic fan condition at 90° and 150° are shown in Figure 5.1.1-8a
and b, respectively. At 90°, the high frequency noise increases with tunnel velocity, while
the noise at the lower frequencies is reduced with tunnel velocity. This high frequency noise
has been tentatively identified as the broadband shock noise generated by the interaction of
turbulence with the shocks present in the underexpanded supersonic fan exhaust. It is simi-
lar to the shock noise present in the reference convergent nozzle data at supersonic condi-
tions but occurs at higher frequencies due to the smaller characteristic dimension of the an-
nular nozzle compared to that of the single circular jet nozzle. At 150°, the noise spectrum
is dominated by the jet mixing noise and thus shows decreases at all frequencies with tunnel
speed, similar to the results at subsonic conditions.
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Polar OASPL directivity curves for the supersonic fan condition are shown in Figure 5.1.1-9.
The noise reduction due to the relative velocity effect can be seen to increase toward the jet
axis, whereas at the forward angles noise increases with flight due to the amplification of the
broadband shock noise in the fan exhaust Stream.
Thus, the effects of relative velocity on the jet mixing and shock components of the noise
generated by the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle were seen to be generally similar to the
results obtained for the reference convergent nozzle.
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5.1.1.3 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle With Hardwall Ejector
Before presenting the effects of relative velocity on the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with
hardwall ejector, the effect of the ejector at static conditions will be described relative to the
basic coannular nozzle. The spectra at 90° and 150° at a typical subsonic fan condition are
shown in Figures 5.1.1-10a and b. At 900 , the addition of the ejector caused additional
noise in the mid frequencies as compared to the no-ejector configuration. The spectra at 1500
show that the ejector caused a large reduction in the high frequency noise levels. In order to
interpret these spectral changes due to the ejector, and be able to infer whether the changes
W
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are due to modification of the noise sources or the radiation characteristics, a study of the
sound power spectra illustrated in Figure 5.1.1-10c is most helpful. The sound power spectra
represent the noise generated by the jet, and thus the radiation characteristics are eliminated.
As shown in the power spectra, the ejector causes a small increase in generated acoustic power
in the mid-frequency range, but not of the magnitude indicated by the 90 ° SPL spectra of
Figure 5 . 1.1- l Oa. For fmquencies above 10 KHz, the ejector causes a small ( 1 dB) reduction
in generated power. Therefore the large reduction in high frequency noise measured at the
150° microphone, as was shown in Figure 5 . 1.1-1Ob, is primarily due to a redirection of the
noise to other angles rather than to a reduction of the noise generated. This effect has been
documented (Ref; 1) in previous ejector nozzle tests.
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It is postulated that the slight increase in n& , in the mid-frequency range is the result of an
interaction of the fan stream shear layer with the ejector trailing edge. The relatively low
stream velocities simulated in this test cause the low and mid-frequency jet mixing noise to
be lower than that generated for a properly simulated VSCE cycle having higher velocities,
therefore causing the ejector generated noise to be visible in the noise spectrum. It is expec-
ted that at higher stream velocities the ejector generated noise would not be significant and
it is anticipated a hardwall ejector would not introduce any apdreciable noise level change.
Tlie effect of relative velocity on the jet noise spectrum for the 0.75 area ratio coannular
nozzle with ejector is shown in Figure 5.1.1-11 a and b for the subsonic fan condition at the
90° and 150°, respectively.
As illustrated, a discrete tone occurs at 1250 Hz. A similar tone was present in the earlier
phase of this program (Ref. 1) for the same nozzle configuration, when operated at subsonic
fan nozzle pressure ratio. The presence of this tone was tbought to be due to an instability
caused by the jet impinging on the ejector. It is to be noted that the OASPL or PNL values
change by negligible amounts if the tone is analytically eliminated. so
 the presence of the
tone can be ignored in the eva!uation of OASPL and PNL. As ilhistrated, this tone disappears
with increasing tunnel velocity, possibly because the jet flow is stabilized by the exiernal
flow. At 90`', (Figure 5.1.1-1 la), the noise is reduced at all frequencies with increasing tun-
nel velocities, with larger reduction at the lower frequencies than at the high frequencies. At
150°, (Figure 5.1.1-1 lb), the noise reduction in the low frequencies is significant, whereas
the high frequency noise reduction is minimal. A polar OASPL directivity is shown in Figure
5.1.1-12 for the subsonic fan condition. The noise reduction at the forward-most angles is
minimal, but increases toward the jet axis reaching a yglue of 11 dB at 150°.
L&	 The effect of relative velocity on the jet noise spectrum for the supersonic fan condition is
shown in Figures 5.1.1-13a and b. Ai ^n°. the low frequency noise is reduced with tunnel
speed while the noise at fregi , ^ ,cies above 40K Hz is increased. As was the case for the non-
ejector configuration described earlier, this result is explained by the presence of, and ampli-
fication of, shock noise.
The noire spectra at 150° (Figure 5.1.1-13b) shows large reductions with tunnel speed for
frequencies below 20K Hz, similar to the results of the non-ejector configuration. Above
25K Hz, however, little or no noise reduction occurs. A lump of broadband noise, centered
at 25K Hz, is seen to become more apparent with increasing, tunnel speed. This noise ap-
pears to be shock noise which is uncovered at this angle due to the combined effects of rela-
tive velocity noise reduction and the ejector caused redirection of the noise.
The OASPL directivity for the supersonic fan condition is shown in Figure 5.1.1-14, which
again illustrates the relative velocity amplification of the broadband shock noise in the forward
angles.
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A direct comparison of the relative velocity effect on the 0.75 coannular nozzle with and
without ejector is shown in Figure: 5.1.1-15A. The 0ASPL directivity at static and 104 mps
(	 (340 fps) tunnel speed are shown for both configurations at a fan velocity of 570 mps (1876
fps). At the fh^;tt condition, the eje, for configuration has higher noise levels than the non-
ejector configuration at all angles forward of 140°. This result is due to the extra noise gen-
erated at mid-frequencies by the ejector, as described earlier in this section. At a higher fan
velocity more representative of a VSCF. engine envisioned for use in a supersonic cruise air-
craft, the presence of an ejector reduces the noise of the coannular nozzle in-flight. This
result is shown in Figure 5.1.1-15B.
Thus, the noise of the 0.75 coannular nozzle with ejector was reduced at all frequencies and
angles with increasing tunnel velocity for subsonic fan conditions. At a supersonic fan con-
dition, the noise was reduced at low frequencies at all angles, while the broadbznd shock
noise at high frequencies increased at forward angles and were essentially unchanged at aft
angles with increasing tunnel velocity. Compared to the non-ejector nozzle, the SPL spectra
at 90° were similar. At 150° the ejector caused large reductions in high frequency noise at
static conditions. These reductions decreased with increasing tunnel velocity such that at
104 mps (340 fps) the ISO' spectra of the two con,'igurations were similar. T he presence of
extra mid-frequency noise caused the ejector configuration to be up to 3 dB noisier than the
non-ejector configuration at 104 mps (304 fps) tunnel velocity and 572 nips (1876 fps) fan
jet velocity. However, at a higher jet velocity, 635 nips (2082 fps) which is more representa-
tive of a VSCE under takeoff operation, the ejector configuration was quieter than the non-
ejector configuration.
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5.1.1.4 1.2 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
Typical jet noise spectra and OASPL directivity for the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle are
shown in Figures 5 . 1.1-16 to 19. The sound pressure level spectra for a subsonic fan nozzle
condition is shown in Figure 5.1.1-16a and b for the 90 ° and 1500
 angles. At 90°, increas-
ing tunnel speeds caused large noise reductions at low frequencies and small or negligible
reductions at high frequencies, At 1500 , large reductions in noise occurred at all frequencies.
The OASPL directivity at all tunnel speeds, presented in Figure 5.1.1-17, shows large noise
reductions with increased tunnel speed at aft angles, and small reductions at forward angles.
The sound pressure level spectra for supersonic fan nozzle conditions is shown in Figure
5.1.1-18a and b for angles of 90° and 150 °.
 At 90°, increasing tunnel speeu caused large
"	 noise reductions at low frequencies, and either small reductions or increases at high fre-
quencies. At 150°, large noise reductions are seen at all frequencies. The OASPL directivity
curve, Figure 5.1.1-19, shows large noise reductions at aft angles, and very small reductions
at the 70° angle. It is seen that the noise spectra and OASPL directivity behave similarly
to those of the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle.
A direct spectral comparison of the two configurations at a subsonic fan condition is shown
in Figua a S.1.1-20. The 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle produces slightly hi gher broadband
noise levels due to the larger fan area. For the subsonic fan flow, this difference in noise
level is essentially uniform for all frequencies and all angles and changes slightly with tunnel
velocities. To illustrate this effect, an OASPL directivity comparison is shown in Figure
5.1.1-21 for both static and flight conditions.
At supersonic fan conditions, the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle also produces higher
broadband noise levels for all angles and frequencies, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.1-22. In
	
.s	 addition, the broadband shock noise from the fan stream of the 1.2 area ratio coannular
nozzle is much stronger than the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle. The effect of area ratio
on CASPL directivity is shown in Figure 5.1.1 23 at the supersonic fan condition for both
static and flight conditions. In the forward angles, the noise levels of the 1.2 area ratio
coannular nozzle is as much as 5 dB above that of the 0.75 nozzle, while at the aft angles,
the iner,,ase is on the order of dB. This trend is seen in both. static and flight conditions.
	
:	 The high shock broadband noise levels of the 1.2 area ratio nozzle may have an impact on
i	 the selection of area ratio of a VSCE powerplant. However, these results must be considered
+ with proper respect to real VSCE cycle conditions. The ratio of shock to mixing noise for
the limited conditions tested in the current program is larger than for a VSCE cycle, since
the VSCE has higher fan and primary stream velocities and temperatures. Thus, for VSCE
cycles, the shock noise may be douunated by the mixing noise and the effect of area ratio
e	 on the jet noise, as defined by these results, may he misleading. To properly assess these
effects, it is necessary to develop separate correlations from this data for shock and mixing
noise, and to then apply these correlations individually to estimate the noise of a VSCE
cycle.
Thus, except for differences in the shock noise which dominates the noise at forward angles
for the test conditions run during this program, the effect of Mat
	 velocity on the noise
of the coannular nozzle is essentially independent of an area ratio .,.age from 0.75 to 1.21.
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5.1.1.5 Comparison of Annular and Coannular Nozzles
In this section, the acoustic data of the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with the primary
stream turned off (annular jet) are compared to the data from the same nozzle with both
streams flowing (coannular jet). These comparisons are useful in determining the influence
of the pr!aary stream on the coannular nozzle noise characteristics. The fan stream was set
at the same conditions for both tests. Although the primary flow control valves were turned
off during the annular nozzle tests, a small amount of leakage (ZZ3 17r. of the fan stream flow)
was present. An OASPL directivity comparison of the annular and coannular nozzle is shown
in Figure 5.1.1 ='4 for a subsonic fan flow condition under both static and flight conditions.
At the static condition, the OASPL of the annular jet is slightly lower than the coannular
jet for the angles less than 1200 . The annular jet is noisier for angles larger than 120°. At
all angles, at a flight speed of 104 nips (340 fps), the OASPLs for the annular jet are higher
than those of the coannular jet. Spectral comparisons at 900
 and 150° are shown in Figures
5.1.1-25a and b for the subsonic fan condition. At the 90° angle, the peak SPL of the annu-
lar jet is lower than the coannular jet in the static condition, whereas in the flight condition,
the SPLs of the annular jet are higher at the high frequencies. At the 150° angle, the SPI-s
of the annular jet are significantly higher than the coannular jet f'or all frequencies in both
static and flight conditions. The double peak spectra is present for the ai::iular case which is
in reality a very low primary flow coannular stream.
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The OASPL directivity comparison of the annular and coannular nozzles is shown in Figure
5.1.1-26 for a supersonic fan flow case at both static and flight conditions. At all angles,
the OASPLs for the annular jet are higher than the coannular jet at both static and flight
conditions. Spectral comparisons, presented in Figures 5.1.1-27a and b indicate that the
noise generation process is quite different for the annular and coannular jets. At the 90°
angle, the annular jet is slightly noisier than the coannular jet at the low and high frequen-
cies at both static and flight conditions. At the 150°
 angle, the annular jet noise spectra
are significantly different from the double-peaked characteristic of the coannular jet. In
i	 fact, in the static case, the annular jet noise spectrum is similar to that of a single circularjet, with a peak SPL value sipi ficantly larger than the coannular flow case. Figure
5.1.1-28 shows the noise spectra from the coannular, annular and convergent nozzle at the
same supersonic condition, for the same high velocity jet exhaust area. As shown, at low and
mid-frequencies, the annular jet is quieter than the convergent nozzle, but the coannular jet
is significantly quieter than the annular jet. In flight, the annular jr? spectrum begins to ap-
proach the double-peaked shape exhibited by the coannular nozzle under static conditions.
This observation can be explained by comparing the velocity profiles measured approxi-
mately 2 nozzle diameters downstream. The velocity profiles from the coannular and annu-
lar configurations with supersonic fan flow are shown in Figures 5.1.1-29 and 30. In the sta-
tic condition, the velocity profile of the annular jet is relatively flat compared to the profile
of the coannular jet. This difference in profile shape indicates that the annular jet does not
decay as rapidly as the coannular jet since the annular jet profile resembles a circular flow.
At a tunnel velocity of 105 mps (340 fps), the velocity profile of the annular j-.t approaches
that of the coannular jet. The annular jet at this condition shows the double-peaked noise
spectrum also characteristic of the coannular jet.
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Based on these results, it appears that a coannular jet having a fan velocity substantially lar-
ger than its primary velocity is quieter than an annular jet operating at the velocity of the
fan stream portion of the coannular jet. The annular jet is quieter than a single circular jet
operating at the same conditions. These noise differences are basically retained in the flight
condition.
5.1.2 Correlation of OASPL Noise Reduction With Relative Velocity Exponents
The OASPL noise reductions measured during this program were correlated by the use of
two types of relative velocity exponents. The first exponent, n l , (called here relative velo-
city exponent) is used to quantify the OASPL noise reductions due to the overall relativC
velocity effect of flight speed and it has found widespread use among current researchers in
the field. The second exponent, n6, (called here convection exponent) was defined to at-
tempt to separate, in a simple fashion, the effects of flight on both source noise reduction
and convective amplification. The results of the exponent correlations are present-A in this
section.
5.1.2.1 Definition of Relative Velocity Exponent, n 1
 and Convection Exponent n6
It is assu;reC that the sound intensity p2 (B i ), generated by a jet with or without an
external flow (i.e., in forward flight or in a wind tunnel) at any angle, ©i, is proportional
to the product of the absolute jet velocity Vj , and the relative velocity, Vj-V-, each raised
to a certain power (Ref. 14).
p 2 (9 i ) a Vim (Bi) (VJ-V.) n 1 (g i)	 (5-1)
The relative velocity exponent n I (e i ) can be defined in terms of the reduction in overall
sound pressure level (A OASPL) where AOASPL is defined as the difference between static
and in-flight levels:
AOASPL = OASPL V. = 0 _ OASPLV. (5.2)
and using the general deiini.;on of OASPL a 10 log p2,
AOASPL = [ 10 Log p 2 (OdI V. _ 0— t 10 Log p 2 (9i)l V.
I p ' (OdI V
= 10 Log 	 °O
I p2 (©i)1V
s
Combining Eq. (5-1) & (5-3) gives:
Vi 111  (0 i )	 Vi	 n 1 0d
AOASPL _ 10 Log	 = 10 Lot; I	 1
(Vi - 
VO.) n 1 01)	 Vi - V°° (5..1)
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When testing in the acoustic wind tunnel, simulation of the static case results in a slight
tunnel velocity, VTQ , on the order of 7 mps due to pumping action by the model nozzle
jet. To account for this small effect, the equation (5-4) for AOASPL is rewritten in the
following form:
V.. V	 nl (0i)
AOASPL = 10 Log ( 	 T°	 J	 (5-5)VJ - 
VC0
r	 Equation (5-5) was, therefore, used to obtain the values of relative velocity exponents
(n 1 (0i)I in this program.
3	 The exponents developed by recent investigators using this procedure have shown general
agreement, especially for subsonic jets. One significant result has been !he strong dependence
of the exponents on angle. At 90°, the exponent value has been generally about 4, while at
r	 an aft angle of 150°, the exponent is ty -cally on the order of 10. In ordr to attempt to
determine if the large angular dependence f the relative velocity AOASPL exponent is due
to noise source effects or convective arplification effects, a second exponent, which we call
convection exponent, n 6 , was defined (Ref. 15).
If the jet r:oise source strength reduction due to relative velocity is non-directional (i.e.,
does not vary with angle of noise radiation), the angular dependence of the measured noise
reductions must be due to convective amplification .ffects caused by the relative_^aotion
between the noise sources and the tunnel flow. In this case, the noise intensity, p .- (0;),
can be written as:
p2 (Oi)	
(1 - M0,'cos Oi) n6 (od
Vjm (Oi) (V. - V00 )n
(5-6)
where n does nor, vary with angle.
For this formulation to be correct, the convective amplification effects would be contained
in the (1 - moo cos 6 1 )n6 (O i ) term.
L
In order to evaluate n 6 (0d, the following procedure is used.
From (5-6)
rn(0 d)	 nV.	 r (^'j - V0)
OASPLO i, V	 10 Log P` (Od a 10 Lo.,;,
n (0.)
044 Ws O-) 6 r
and for the static cage,
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_..	 a	 --
OASPLei, V. = o w -10 Log [ 
.m(ei) + n)
The noise change from static to flight is:
A OASPL = OASPLV"
 = o - OASPL V.
V.M(e i) (Vj - V.)n
= 10 Log [Vj m(Bi) Vjn ]-10 Log[
n(I -Moo cos 8i) 6 (B•)i
= 10 Log
	
Vi
n
(Vj -V„)n
(1 — Ma, COS 0 i ) n6 (ei)
= 10 Log
	 `j	 (0i)1	 n 1 - M^ COS 9i n6
Vj - V,a
Further, at 8 i
 = 90°,
(5-8)
1
(5-9)
A OASPL90o = 10 Log	 Vi
	
n1 (900 )
Vj — V„
 )
(5-10)
Therefore, from (9) and (10)
	
( V 	n  (900 )	 n6 (Od
	
A OASPLe i
 — A OASPL90°
 = 10 Log)) V	 (1 —M 00  COS 9 i )	 1
	
V.	 nl (900)
— 10 Log ^
V„ (5-11)
= 10 n6 (Bi ) Log (1 — M. COS 9i)
	 (5-12)
Rearranging equation (12),
A OASPLg — A OASPL goo	 (5-13)
n6 (0 i) =
10 Log (I — M COS @i)
Thus, the n 6
 convection exponent can be determined from the measured OASPL data using
equation 5-13. That is, the noise reduction at any angle, B i , relative to the noise reduction at
8 = 90o is expressed as being due to convective amplification effects.
If this formulation was completely correct, the value of n 6 would not depend on the angle,
8 i , since in the theory on convective amplification (Ref. 15) all angular effects are contained
in the (1 - Moo COS B i) term. However, this is a simplified approach in that it assumes that the
jet noise sources under static conditions are at rest with respect to the ambient and, thus,
have no convective amplification term (I - M COS 0 i)n6, where the noise sources are assumed
to travel upstream at a Mach number of 1 - M COS 9 relative to the external stream. A more
precise theoretical formulation of the effect of flight is discussed in Reference 16, in which
the effects of the changes in source convection velocities are included. However, the theore-
tical formulation of Reference 16 requites the knowledge of turbulent characteristics which
have not yet been measured for high speed hot jets. Therefore, the simple formulation in-
volving the exponent, n 6 , was done in an attempt to correlate the convective amplification
affect on a simple basis not requiring knowledge of the flow turbulence behavior.
The method of least squares was employed in determining the exponents from the experi-
mental data. For example, the relative velocity exponent n I (9 i ) wAs obtained for each angle
for each jet operating condition by using a least squares straight line fit to the data plotted
as OASPL versus 10 log [(Vj — VTo)/(Vj — V--)I . The slope of the resulting line is then the value
of n  for the particular value of angle and jet velocity. This straight line was determined by
including the origin as one of the data points. Because all the data points were weighted
equally in the calculation, the rest<lting straight line did not necessarily pass through the
origin in the plot. The values of 11 6 (9 i) were also determined in a similar fashion. A com-
puter program was written to facilitate calculation of the exponents n I and n6 , and the re-
sulting values are tabulated in Appendix A, Part 2 for the conditions at which exponents
were calculated.
The two exponents, n 1 and 116 , calculated from the wind tunnel acoustic data are presented
in the following sections for all configurations tested during the program.
5.1.2.2 Reference Convergent Nozzle
The reference convergent nozzle data are presented in Figures 5.1.2-1 through 5.1.2-3.. Changes
in the overall sound pressure levels are seen to correlate quite well with '' e parameter l0.log 10
[(Vj — VTo)/(Vj — VA for a subsonic jet of pressure ratio equal to 1.8, and total tenipera-
ture of 700°K (800°F) (Figure 5.1.2-1a). For a supersonic jet with pressure ratio of 2.5, and
a total temperature of 7000 K (800°F) (Figure 5.1.2-1 b), the correlation is not as good,
probably due to the presence of strong shock-associated noise which does not scale with
relative velocity.
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The variatior in relative velocity exponent, n 1 , with angular position for a range of pressure
ratios at three jet total temperatures of 394°K (250°17), 589°K (600°F), and 700°K (800°F)
is shown in Figures 5.1.2-2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. in general, the exponent n I in-
creases with increasing inlet angle. For the subsonic cases (pressure ratio equal to 1.3, 1.53,
and 1.8), the value of il l 
 
varies from 2 to 4.5 at 0 i = 70° and 9 to 13 at 0 i = 150°. For the
supersonic cases, (pressure ratios of 2.5 and 3.2), the exponent n 1 varies from —3.2 to 0
at 0 i = 70° and in the same range as the subsonic cases at 150 0. The reason for n  peaking at
0 i = 140° for the supersonic conditions at T  = 700°K (800°F) (Figure 5.1.2-2c), is not
known. The negative value of n 1 at the forward angles (0 i
 < 90°) indicates that the shock-
associated noise was amplified by the tunnel flow at these angular positions. These observa-
tions are consistent with results reported elsewhere (References 4 and 17).
The n I exponent data for all operating conditions are plotted in Figure 5.1.2-2d. Although
there are distinctly different trends for suba:siric and supersonic conditions, the data scatter
is significant, indicating that a single n 1 curve cannot universally represent the flight effect
on jet noise.
The values of the n6 exponent versus anggle for a series of nozzle pressure ratios are shown in
Figure 5.1.2-3 for one jet temperature. Since the exponent varies with angle, these data indi-
cate that tither, the source strength reduction due to flight is not constant for different noise
emission angles, and/or, this simple approach used in an attempt to account for convective
amplification of the jet noise under static conditions is not valid, and more sophisticated
methods are required.
The values of n 6
 for all nozzle operating conditions ar; shown in Figure 5.1.2-3b. The data
spread in the n 6 correlation appears smaller than the daia spread in the n I correlation shown
in Figure 5.1.2-20, and thus at first glance, n6 might be considered a better correlation for
prediction purposes than would n 1 . However, it must be remembered that in order to use
n6
 for predictions one first must define the noise reduction at 90° since n 6 is based on the
static-to-flight AOASPL at the various angles relative to the static-to-flight AOASPL at 90°.
Thus, n 1 at 0 = 90° must first be chosen. So, in reality, the n 1
 data spread at 90° must be
added to the n6 data spread before judging the relative goodness of 0e n l and n6 cOrrela-
tions. It thus appears that neither n I or n6 exponents are completely rLliable for use in pre-
dieting the effects of flight on jet noise. Although a detailed statistical ass;-ssment of the n1
and n6 exponents in terms of prediction accuracy was not carried out, it appears to the
authors that the n 6 exponent provides no additional ben--fits for prediction purposes over
the use of the n 1 exponent alone.
5.9.2.3 Coannular Nozzles
The exponent correlations for the coannular nozzles were carried out using three character-
istic velocities: the primary velocity, V , the fan flow velocity, V f 1 and the mixed (mass-
flow average) velocity V r of the two steams. The three con-ciations are shown in Figures
5.1.2.4 to 5.1.2-6 using tTre data from the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle without ejector.
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Figures 5.1.24a and 4b show the correlations with the fan flow velocity at subsonic and
supersonic fan flow conditions. Figures 5.1.2-5 and 5.1.2-6 show correlations based on the
mixed velocity and the primary flow velocity, respcctively. The use of the mixed and fan
velocities produce equally good collapse of the data; the use of primary velocity produces a
less acceptable correlation. Since the fan velocity is a basic parameter for the coannular jet,
the use of the fan velocity in the correlation is considered a more useful method for even-
tual prediction purposes. In addition, the fan velocity is a major correlation parameter for
the noise of the coannular jet noise as shown in reference 1, while mixed velocity is not.
The results of the -correlations for the coannular nozzle with ejector are shown in Figures
5.1.2-7 to 5.1.2-9. As was the case without the ejector, the data collapses well when either
the fan or mixed velocity is used as the correlating parameters for both subsonic and super-
sonic fan velocities, as shown in Figures 5,1.2-7 and 5.1.2-8. The use of the primary velo-
city produced the data collapse shown in Figure 5.1.2-9, which was not quite as good as the
other two velocities.
The results of the correlations for the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle are shown in Figure
5.1.2-10. The use of fan and mixed velocities both produce about the same data collapse as
shown in Figures 5.1.2-10 and 11. The use of primary velocity also produced a reasonable
data collapse as shown in Figure 5.1.2-12.
Thus, the exponent data show good collapse for all the coannular configurations when either
the fan or mixed velocities are used as the correlating velocity, and fair collapse was achieved
when the primary velocity was used. As mentioned previously, the exponents resulting from
the fan velocity were considered the most useful for prediction use since it is an independent
parameter.
E	 The dependence of the relative velocity exponent, n 1 , on the noise radiation angle, @ i, is
shown in Figures 5.1.2-13 to 15 for the three coannular nozzles, where
OASPLV OO = 0 — OASPLV00
nl
10 Log VFV--V F -
The results for the 0.75 coannular nozzle, it Figure 5. 1.2-13 show characteristi , s similar to
those of the convergent nozzle seen earlier. For a subsonic fan flow, the exponents are posi-
tive for all measured angles, although the values decrease to a value of 1.0 at 70°. At the aft
angles, the exponent levels are larger at the higher fan velocity. At a supersonic fan velocity.
the exponents are larger at the aft angles, but are lower at the forward angles, actually show-
ing negative values forward of 80° for a fan pressure ratio of 2.5 and forward of 100 0
 for a
3.2 fan pressure ratio. These negative exponents are consistent with the increase in noise due
to forward velocity at forward angles for supersonic fan conditions. As discussed previously,
the broadband shock noise in the fan jet tends to increase with increasing tunnel steed at
the forward angles, thus resulting in the exponents becoming more highly negative with in-
creasing fan jet pressure ratio.
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The impact of turning-off the primary stream (fan only) is also shown in Figure 5.1.2-13.
The exponents for this care are larger at the aft angles than in the dual flow case, but lower
at the forward angles.
The results for the coannular nozzle with ejector are shown in Figure 5.1.2-14. These results
are similar to the results of this nozzle without the ejector. At forward angles the exponents
are positive for subsonic fan conditions and negative for a supersonic fan. Figure 5.1.2-15
shows the results for the 1 . 2 area ratio nozzle, and the same general trends as seen for the
other configurations are repeated.
s	 The angular dependence of the convection exponent, n 6 , for the coannular nozzles at one
value of fan temperature is shown in Figures 5.1.2-16 to 5 . 1.2-18. The exponent, n6, in-
creases with inlet angle, also similar to the reference convergent nozzle result previously
described. It varies from 4 to 6 . 5 at 9i = 70° and from 8 to 10.5 at 6 i = 150° for all those
coannular nozzle configurations. Values of n 6 for other nozzle operating conditions are
listed in Appendix A. The data spread is on the same order as was seen previously for the
convergent nozzle.
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Coannular Nozzle
As was the case for the single stream convergent nozzle discussed previously, it is the authors
opinion that for prediction purposes the use of the n 6 exponent in conjunction with the 90°
n I exponent appears to offer no additional advantage over the use of the n I exponent curves
alone. In a later section, the n 1 exponents are used to estimate the flight effects on the jet
noise of a VSCE-502 engine. Since the exponent data had a large amount of scatter, n I
values used for the predictions were based on those determined for nozzle operating condi-
tions closest to the engine operating conditions rather than on averages of all the exponent
data. Preliminary predictions also were mad c using a new approach based on separating the
flight effects on the merged, pre-merged and shock noise components.
Effects of Nuzzle Configuration
To illustrate the effect of nozzle configuration on the in-flight jet noise reductions, the
values of the relative velocity exponent, n 1 , for the four test nozzles are compared in
Figures 5.1.2-19 at one subsonic fan stream condition, and in Figure 5.1.2-20 for one super-
sonic fan stream condition. The values of r. I for the coannular nozzles are generally lower
than those for the reference convergent nozzle, although the differences are small. An ex-
ception to this occurs at large inlet angles (B i
 = 130° to 150°) for the supersonic condition.
At this condition, the reference convergent nozzle data show an irregular behavior as noted
in the earlier discussion. In addition, although the coannular data do not completely collapse,
the differences between those configurations are not considered significant. Also, the effect
of nozzle configuration on n 1 at constant operating condition is much sntaller than was the
effect of operating condition for any one configuration.
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Effects of Jet Temperature and Jet Pressure Ratio
For the reference convergent nozzle, the relative velocity exponent, n, increases slightly
with jet temperature at pressure ratios of 1.8 (Figure 5.1.2-2.1) and 2.1 (Figure 5.1.2-22).
For the coannular nozzle of area ratio 0.75 and a fan pressurf; ratio of 1.8, the highest
values of n I in most angular positions are associated with the highest fan flow temperatures(Figures 5.1.2-23). Similar results can be observed for the fan pressure ratio of 2.5 in
Figure 5.1.2-24. The changes of n I with fan temperature, however, are not as systematic as
for the reference convergent nozzle. It must be recognized that at constant pressure ratio,
increasing jet temperature corresponds to increased jet velocity. Thus, for constant values
of pressure ratio, the effect of temperature described above is also true for the effect of
increasing jet velocity.
5.1.2.4 Summary of Exponent Studies
The major findings of the exponent correlations are:
I) The annular (fan) stream velocity has been identified as the characteristic velocity most
suitable for use in defining the relative velocity exponents for the coannular nozzles
having V f > Vp, although the use of mixed jet velocity also produced an acceptable
data collapse.
2) At subsonic fan conditions, the exponents were positive at all angles, while for super-
sonic fan flow the exponents become negative at the forward angles.
3) The relative velocity exponents are slightly lower for the coannular nozzles than for
the convergent nozzle, and the effects of area ratio and ejector were not significant.
4) At constant pressure ratio, the exponent values were highest at the highest value of
temperature (velocity).
5) The separation of source strength and convective amplification effects was not com-
pletely modeled by the assumption of a simple convective amplification model.
6) A single universal exponent curve to define the effect of flight on the jet noise was not
developed due to the large spread of data with nozzle operating conditions.
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8.13 Wooky Profile Coerelation
A separate correlation was developed to relate the noise of the various configurations to the
jet plume characteristics in the relative velocity field. This correlation follows a similar cor-
relation of the coannular nozzle static data as presented in Reference 1. The basis for this
correlation is the work of Chen (Ref. 18) in which he demonstrated that jet noise can be
approximated by a spatial integration across the jet volume of a large number of radiating
noise elements Or turbulent e l ies). Each of the elements generates approximately as the
i eighth power of the local mean velocity. A velocity parameter, #v, which is a function of
the absolute and relative maximum fan and primary stream velocity, each raised to differ-
ent exponents (Ref. S), and the fan-to-primary stream area ratio, was defined as shown be-
low to model the characteristic velocity in the noise generation process.
V f maxi (Vf max - V.) S A f	 Yp ^3 (vp. ' V.) 
s	
I + (A4 Ap)ref
IOtoc	 — +
	
10 LOG
Vref8 	[Ap-Vref
	
1 +(A^Ap)
Where vref and (Af/Ap)ref are arbitrary values.
The measurements of velocity profiles at the ejector exit plane located two diameters down-
stream of nozzle exit (whether or not an ejector was used) were correlated with the mea-
sured noise power levels of the various configurations. Typical velocity profiles for all con-
figl»rations tested at comparable operating conditions are shown in Figures 5 . 1.3. 1 and 2 for
the static and simulated flight conditions. At both static and flight conditions. results show-
ed the velocity decaying much faster in the coannular nozzles than the convergent nozzle.
In the static condition, the velocity profiles showed only slight differences among the co-
annular nozzles. In the flight condition, the velocity profiles are significantly different. As
shown, the fan stream of the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle and 0.75 area ratio coannular
i	 nozzle without ejector, were moved effectively toward the centerline as compared with the
!	 static condition. While the profile of the ejector configuration was not appreciably altered.
The correlations of noise level with the velocity parameter are shown in Figure-, 5.1.3-3 at
f	 a constant fan pressure ratio of 2.5. In the non -ejector configurations, the correlation is
i	 excellent. The maximum deviation from the mean line was within 1 dB. However, the data
from the ejector configuration do not correlate along the same line. The noise levels are
higher, and the slope of the data is lower than for the non-ejector configurations. Since the
ejector configuration was traversed at fan pressure ratios of 1.3, 1.8 and 3.2 in addition to
the 2.5 fan pressure ratio traversed for the other configurations, the effect of this variable
on the correlation can be defined from the data. Figure 5.1.34 shows this correlation.
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The correlation stratifies along lines of constant fan pressure ratio, and the slopes of the data
at each fan pressure ratio are approximately equal. Also, the slope of the static data (closed
-symbols) is approximately the same as the slope of data from the non-ejector coof IguratiQns
(Figure 5.1.3-3). Additional information is provided by the power spectra of the .75 co-
annular nozzle with and without ejector for both subsonic and supersonic fan stream condi-,
tions (Ptf/Pamb = 1.8 and 2.5) shown in Figures 5.1.3-5 and 6.. , In the subsonic fan condi-
tion, Figure 5.1.3-5, the ejector configuration showed more noise at -the low and peak freq-
uencies, and this excess noise was probably generated by the ejector. With tunnel velocity,
this excess noise is more dominant indicating that it is subjected to less relative velocity ef-
fect. The supersonic fan condition, Figure 5.1.3-6, also showed similar results.
As discussed in Section 5.1-1.3, this excess noise is only significant at these test velocities,
which are relatively low because of a temperature limitation in the test facility. At operating
conditions more typical of supersonic cruise aircraft propulsion cycles, the ejector noise is
expected to have only minor influence on the noise at dither static or take-off speeds.
Thus, the jet noise power le l .,els of the reference convergent and non-ejector coannulm noz-
zles were correlated with the measured velocity profiles in the jet plume by use of a-relative
velocity parameter. The noise of the ejector configuration did not correlate with the same
parameter due to the noise generated by the ejector which is not affected in-flight in the
same manner as jet noise.
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5.2 APPLICATION OF ACOUSTIC RESULTS
The acoustic results presented in the preceding sactions comprise a data base to be used L0
define the effects of formird speed on the jet noise of VSCE coannuiar nozzle exhausts. In
this section, the data is applied in a number of ways to gain an improved insight as to what
the results imply with respect to the earlier results obtained from the static test phase of
the program (Ref. 1).
Section 5.2.1 contains a comp-riRon of the measure ',4 noise reductions due to flight speed
and the noise reductions estimated c  a s: , rlthesis basis. In order to assess the flight noise
reductions expected for a full wale engine based on the model results, data from a limited
number of test points were scaled in size to allow an evaluation of perceived noise level re-
ductions due to flight. These results are presented in section 5.2.2.
The final section, 5.2.3, contains descriptions of two prediction methods developed using
the model data which allow the flight noise redtictions to be estimated at engine operating
conditions typical of VSCE engines envisioned for supersonic cruise aircraft. Predictions for
the VSCE-502 engine based on the two methods were carried out and are presented in
this section.
^•	 ti ., _*
_
5.2.1 Comparison of Results with Synthesis
As described in Section 4.4, the coannular noise synthesis was used in the early part of the
AST studies to predict the noise of a VSCE exhaust system since no better procedure was
available. The coannular model test program (Ref. 1) conducted by P&WA showed that
the noise of a coannular nozzle having Vf > V  was significantly lower than the synthesized
values. The noise characteristics of the coannular nozzle were subsequently documented
in terms of a noise reduction ( or noise benefit) relative to the synthesized levels. Thus,
in order to describe the effect of forward speed on the coannular noise benefit, the results
are presented in this section on the same basis as were the static results. That is, tht. noise
of the coannular jet under flight conditions will be characterized as a A OASPL noise
benefit obtained by subtracting the measured coannular noise from the synthesized levels
at each wind tunnel velocity. For the flight synthesis, the convergent nozzle data obtained
at the same wind tunnel speed as the coannular nozzle data were used as input. Thus, as in
the static synthesis, the primary and fan streams are considered to be isolated circular jets.
Specifically, any real effects of flow interaction and shielding are not considered in the syn-
thesis procedure.
5.2.1.1 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
A comparison of the measured and synthesized OASPLs for the 0.75 area ratio coannular
nozzle at a subsonic fan condition is presented in Figure 5.2.1-1a for flight velocities rang-
ing from static to 104 mps (340 fps). The difference between the measured and synthesized
OASPLs, (A OASPL) is shown in Figure 5.2.1-1b as a function of angle for all tunnel veloci-
ties. In the aft angles, the measured levels are substantially lower than the synthesized levels.
A 10 dB difference is observed at 150° and the difference reduces to 2 dB for the angles
less than 1200 . The A OASPL relative to the synthesized noise remains constant for all
tunnel velocities, which indicates that the coannular noise advantages defined in the manner
described above, is preserved under flight conditions. As shown in Figure 5.2.1-2, a substan-
tial difference is observed in the A OASPL as a function of angle for supersonic fan flow
compared to the subsonic case. The OASPL noise reduction of the measured data relative
to the synthesized levels in the aft angles is similar to the subsonic fan condition, but the
reduction is much larger in the forward angles. This difference is due to the dominance of
broadband shock noise in the forward angle, which in turn, is much stronger in the convergent
nozzle spectra used in the synthesis than in the coannular nozzle data. This also indicates
that the noise reduction of the coannular nozzle relative to the synthesis is slightly reduced
with tunnel velocities (less than 20), although no distinct trend with flight speed can be
observed.
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5.2.1.2 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle with Ejector
A similar comparison of synthesized and measured OASPLs was made for the 0.75 area ratio
coannular nozzle with the ejector. The synthesized OASPLs are the same with and without
ejector since ejector effects are not considered in the synthesis model. The O OASPL rela-
tive to the synthesized noise for the subsonic fan flow case at all tunnel velocities is shown
in Figure 5.2.1-3. In the aft angles, the results are similar to the non-ejector configuration.
In the forward angles, there is less noise reduction of the measured data relative to the syn-
thes0z compared to the non -ejector configuration. This difference is due primarily to an in-
crease of low frequency jet noise caused by the angular redistribution of acoustic energy by
the ejector and also by a small increase in noise generation due to the presence of the ejector.
These effects were previously described in Section 5.1.1.3. The figure also indicates that
the noise reduction of the coannular nozzle with ejector relative to the synthesis is reduced
slightly (from 0 to 3 dB) with increased tunnel velocity at most angles. The O OASPL for
the supersonic fan flow case for all tunnel velocities is shown in Figure 5 . 2.1-4. These re-
sults are quite similar to the results from the non-ejector configuration, except that the loss
of suppression with flight is slightly greater, relative to the synthesized value.
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5.2.1.3 1.2 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle
A comparison of synthesized and measured OASPL was made for the 1.2 area ratio coannular
nozzle. The A OASPL noise reduction relative to the synthesis as a function of directivity
angle is presented for the subsonic and supersonic fan flow cases for all tunnel velocities in
Figures 5.2.1-5 and 5.2.1-6. In the subsonic fan condition, the A OASPL directivity pattern
is similar to the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle data, and the A OASPL is constant over
the range of tunnel velocities tested. For the supersonic fan condition, the A OASPLs are
smaller relative to the 0.75 coannular nozzle in the forward angles. This is due to the higher
broadband shock noise generated by the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle. This broadband
shock noise does not scale with the fan jet area in the same manner as does the jet mixing
noise. As mentioned previously, the shock noise is a strong function of the pressure ratio.
Over the range of tunnel velocities tested, the A OASPL changes slightly without a definite
trend.
In general, the noise benefit observed under static conditions for each coannular nozzle con-
figuration relative to the synthesized values was essentially retained under in-flight condi-
tions.
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5.2.2 Results Scaled to Full Sin
In aircraft noise studies, perceived noise level (PNL) is the most important measure of the
noise under static conditions. During flight the PNL directivity, along with a duration factor,
`wjs used to compute the effective perceived noise level (EPNL). The EPNL is the noise par-
'ameter that is used in aircraft certification rules. From the current tests, a few model data
points were selected and scaled (22.5X) in order to simulate a full scale engine jet exhaust.
The scaling and extrapolation procedure were described in Section 4.2. It is to be noted
-that VSCE cycles currently being evaluated in the SCAR Program require nozzle flow con-
ditions beyond the current test facility capability. For example, the VSCE-502 engine has
primary stream temperatures and velocities up to 978°K (I MOT) and 609 mps (2000 fps),
respectively, and fan stream temperatures and velocities up to 1866*K (2900°F) and 881
mps (2900 fps), respectively. As described in Section 3. 1, the facility capabilities
limited model primary stream temperatures to 394°K (250°F) and velocities to 304 mps
(1000 fps) and fan stream temperatures to 700°K (800°F) and velocity to 635 mps (2088 fps).
Thus, the full scale PNL information does not completely represent the noise characteristics
of a full scale VSCE. However, the PNL results are helpful in gaining some insight as to
whether the coannular nozzle noise benefits described earlier will also be true for noise on
a PNL basis. In this experimental investigation, the models are 1/22-scale of typical Variable
Cycle Engine for an AST application, and the measurable frequency range t' the model noise
is 80K Hz, which scales to 3600 Hz in full size. Thus, extrapolation to full scale suffers
slightly in accuracy compared to a full frequency simulation. This slight loss in the high fre-
quency noise does not significantly change the general behavior of PNL under relative vel-
ocity conditions. The full size PNL directivities calculated by scaling the model data include
relative velocity effects. An EPNL for a specific airplant operation, such as take-off, could
6	 be calculated by applying the duration effects and Doppler frequency correction associated
with the aircraft altitude and speed. A typical synthesized and measured PNL comparison is
shown in Figure 5.2.2-1 for the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with subsonic fan condition
for all tunnel velocities. Similar to the C ' qPL directivity, the synthesized PNLs are signifi-
cantly higher than the measured PNLs. In .erms of PNL directivity, the measured noise peaks
at 120° at the static condition and peaks at 100° for the flight speed of 104 mps (340 fps).
The synthesized noise peaks at 140° at the static condition and peaks at 110° in the flight
condition. The difference between the measured and synthesized PNL at 649 m (212 ft)
sideline is presented in Figure 5.2.2-2 for all tunnel speeds. This PNL relative to the syn-
thesized noise is very similar to the OASPL results, shown previously, in shape and level.
As in the OASPL results, the noise benefit relative to the synthesis is essentially retained in
r	 flight. The PNL directivity of the synthesized and measured noise for the supersonic fan
condition is shown in Figure 5.2.2-3. Both synthesized and measured PNL directivities are
w
	flatter in shape as compared with the subsonic fan condition. This change in shape is due
to the strong influence of shock noise from the supersonic fan jet in the forward angles.
Figure 5.2.2-4 shows the PNL reduction of the measured data relative to the synthesis for
the supersonic fan condition. The results are also similar to the OASPL r psuhs Peesented
in a previous section. Thus, for both subsonic and supersonic fan conditions, the PNL
noise benefit of the coarwuiar nozzle relative to the synthesis is retained under flight
conditions.
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A major objective of the relative velocity investigation was to acquire a data base which could
be used to predict the effect of flight on the jet noise produced by the coarmular exhaust
nozzle of a Variable Stream Control Engine. There are two approaches that can be taken in
utilizing the data base information for predictions of this type. These different approaches
are discussed in the following section.
5.2.3.1 Prediction Based On A OASPL Exponents
The first and simplest approach is the direct application of the AOASPL relative velocity ex-
ponents presented in Section 5.1.2. No simple universal exponent curve in either n 1 or n6
was developed due to the large data scatter. Thus, in order to use the exponent results for
prediction of the inflight jet noise of a Variable Stream Control engine, the exponents deter-
mined for specific fan pressure ratios representative of those in a VSCE-502 engine were
used. The n I exponent results at two fan prossure ratios, one subsonic and the other super-
sonic, are shown in Figure 3.2.3-1. In both cases, the primary stream was subsonic. The
major difference in the two exponent curves is seen to occur in the angles forward of 110°.
At these angles, the exponents for the supersonic fan jet curve are of lower value (in fact, of
negative value at 70°), compared to the subs<nic results. It is noted that the temperatures of
the VSCE-502 are in general substantially higher than those used in the testing from which
these exponents were derived. The n I exponents are being used rather than the n 6 expon-
ents since, in the authors judgement the n 6
 exponents offer no advantage over the use of the
n I exponents alone.
The exponent values from Figure 5.2.3.1 were used to predict the effect of flight on the jet
noise for a VSCE 502 over the range of uperating conditions shown in Table 5.24.
The elements of the prediction procedure are illustrated in Figure 5.2.3-2. The OASPL
directivity for static conditions is predicted for the particular cycle under consideration based
on an empirical procedure established from the results obtained during the first phase of
this program (Ref 1). The 0 OASPL relative velocity exponents, n shown i ,i Figure 5.2.3-1
are used to predict the A OASPL for the specific cycle and airspeed,
w„ere: A OASPL (8) = 10 Log V	 nl (e)
Vf - a
and Vf= Fan Jet Velocity
Va = Airspeed
The static-to-flight ,4 OASPLs are then subtracted from the static value-t to determine the in-
flight noise levels. To extend the predictions to provide in-flight PNL es ► ...iates, it is assumed
that the static-to-flight O PNL is approximately equal to the O OASPL (results shown in
Section 5.2.2 indicate that this is a reasonable assumption). This is equivalent to assuming
that changes in the jet noise spectrum caused by flia::t effects are small.
Before presenting the results of the predictions based on the 0 OASPL exponent method,
the second approach to VSCE coannular nozzle jet noise prediction will be discussed.' Then
the results of the two prediction procedures will be compared.
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Figure 5.2.3-2 In Flight Noise Prediction Procedure Based On A OASPL relative Velocity
Exponent Method
5.2.3.2 Predictions Based on A SPL Exponents (Separation of Jet Noise Components)
The second approach to prediction is based on separating the noise generation process of a
VSCE jet exhaust into its major components and then assessing the effects of flight on each.
As described in Reference 1 & 2, the noise ge: ►erated by a coannular nozzle jet exhaust having
V f> Vp can be separated into three major components, each generated in a specific region
of the jet, and each producing noise at levels and frequencies relating to the flow properties
in the respective regions of generation. Figure 5.2.3-3 is a schematic representation of the
jet flow and the noise spectra. The noise generating components will be defined using static
data. Flight cor-Potion for Each component will then be developed using the data from this
program-
The simplified spectrum., shown for a given angle, is used to aid in the definition of the noise
generation regions. In the actual data correlation, spectra at different angles were used to
resolve the different noise components. Shown in Figure 5.2.3-3 are two types of velocity
profiles. The profile close to the nozzle represents the velocity existing in the initial stage
of the mixing process. The profile in this region is characterized by a high velocity annulus
(fan stream) surrounding a low velocity central core (primary stream). The noise produced
x in this region is dominated by the mixing between the high velocity annulus and the ambient
air and is called pre-merged jet noise: This noise appears in the spectrum as the middle peak.
Thu level and frequency of this noise has been shown to correlate with the fan stream pro-
perties, with a modifying influence of the primary stream. The second type of profile, exist-
ing downstream in the plume, represents the velocity after the fan and primary streams mix
and lose their individual identities. The profile in this region is typical of a single stream jet.
The noise generated in this region is shown as the low frequency peak in the noise spectrum
and is called merged jet noise. The level and frequency of this noise has been shown to car-
relate with the merged jet velocity resulting from the mixing of the fan and primary jets.
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The third component of,jet noise shown in the spectrum as the high frequency peak is caused
by the interaction of turbulence with shock waves existing in the exhatLct of an underexpand-
6 supersonic fan stream. This noise souree can be predicted with reasonable accuracy for a
single stream conical nozzle jet (Ref 13).. Tlie current Program has produced sufficient
additional static and flight data to allow a fair assessment of the shock. Noise contribution to
VSCE coannular jet exhausts under both static and flight conditions. it is to be noted that
this noise; source is not present in the noise of subsonic jets or in ideally expanded supersonic
jets.
.Based on the separation and identification of the three components of VSCE coannular
nozyae jet noise under static conditions, the effects of flight can be assessed with more pre-
ciseness than is possible with the simple A OASPL procedure discussed in the previous sec-
tion. The dotted curve in Figure 5.2.3-3 represents the spectrum measured in the wind tun-
nel under simulated flight conditions. Preliminary correlation studies of the effects of flight
have indicated that the three components of jet noises behave in a consistent and definable
`	 tuanner with respect to the free stream velocity. Based on this preliminary work. the fallow-
{	 ing can be tentatively concluded:
1.) The low frequency noise generated by the Iaerged jet is reduced ill flight by an amount
equal to the reduction in overall sound pressure level (AOASPL) of a subsonic single
stream circular jet operatutg at the mixed conditions of the circular jet.
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^.) he mid-frequency mixing noise generated by the pre-merged jet is reducea in flight by'
an amount equal to the reduction in overall sound pressure icvel fAWASPL) in nuking
wise of a single stream circular jet operating at the fan stream conditions,
3^) The high-frequency broadband shock noise generated ip the shock-cell region clo p to J	 .
the fan nozzle exit did not appear to be affected by flight speed in the same manner as
the shock noise of the single convergent nozzles. Since shock noise is directly related
to nozzle pressure ratio (Ref. 13), the effect of flight on shock noise can be predicted
by using the actual coannular nozzle data at the pressure ratio of interest. The actual
change in the shock noise is found after separating the mixing none from . the shock
wise component.
The above are recognized as preliminary conclusions. Complete correlations necessary for
a comprehensive prediction procedure are beyond the scope of the current program. How-"
ever, the data in the Comprehensive Data Report, NASA CR 135189. can be used to de-
velop the correlations necessary in the development of an improved prediction procedure
for use in advanced supersonic commercial aircraft studies.
Using the tentative conclusions listed above, static-to-flight changes in the jet noise of the
VSCE-502 engine without ejector were predicted for the conditions shown previously if]
Table 5.2-1. Figure 5.2,3-4 shows the steps used in the prediction. The cycle conditions
were input and the static jet noise spectra predicted for each jet noise component.
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The exponents for the merged and pre-merged mixing noise components were selected based
on a preliminary correlation of convergent nozzle data for which the mincing and shock noise
components were separated by inspection of the SPL spectra. The exponents determined
for pressure ratios simulating the VSCE-502 engine we re used for the predictions. The shock
noise component SPLs measured at the static and_ simulated flight conditions for the fait
nozzle pressure ratio representative of the VSCE-502 engine were used to determine the
shock noise ASPL for the engine noise predictions. The ASPL's due to flight then were ap-
plied to the static predictions to produce predicted takeoff noise spectra. As was the case
for the AOASPL exponent prediction method, it is noted that the noise: data used to develop
these predictions were measured for test conditions having nozzl.- temperatures much lower
than those present in the VSCE-502 engines. The reliablity of the predicted levels can be
determined only when data from the high temperatttrrs present in the engine becomes
<available.
Figure 5.2.3-5 shows the predicted effect of flight speed on the spectrum at 150° for a low
duct-burner fuel to air ratio, F{A, of 0.005. The solid curve with symbols is the static pre-
diction. The dashed lines rep-resent the predicted spectra of merged, pre-merged, and shock
noise contributing to the total static spectrum. After applying the static-to-flight A SPL ex-
ponents for each noise component, the flight spectra of the three noise components shown
by the dash-dotted lines result. The solid curve without symbols is the total flight spectrum
resulting from adding the flight spectra of the individual components. The same procedure
was used to predict the noise spectra at the other angles. Figure 5.2.3-6 illustrates the Per-
ceived Noise Level (PNQ directivity for static and flight conditions. Also shown or. this
figure is the prediction based on the A OASPL exponent method described in section 5.1.2.
The agreement between the two rnetbods is good at the 90 0 and 120° angles. At 150°, the
A OASPL method over-predicts the noise reduction compared to the more detailed A SPL
component method. Inspection of the spectral curves shown in Figure - 5.2.3-5 indicates that
the difference is due to the presence of shock noise in tho flight spectrum. The level and
frequency of this noise has little influence on the OASPL level in the A OASPL method, and
thus does not impact the PNL derived from the A OASPL method. However, the PNL result-
ing from the spectrum predicted from the A SPL method is significantly affected by shock
noise, which is particularly pronounced in a frequency region having a large annoyance factor.
The results of the same prediction procedure applied to another VSCE-502 condition, having
an intermediate fuel-to-air ratio of 0.030, are shown in Figure 5.2.3-7. in this case the Agree-
ment between the two prediction methods is good.
In terms of peak PNL, there was good agreement between both methods at all four of the
operating conditions. A summary of the peak PNL predictions based on the component
A SPL method at static and at a take-off speed of 104 mps (340 fps) for the four VSCEj.-502
conditions is shown in Figure 5.2.3-8. The peak PNL at 649 m (2128 ft) sideline distance
and zero altitude is plotted versus net thrust. The approximately constant noise reduction
at all thrusts due to flight speed can be traced to the varying dominance of noise from each
of the three jet noise components as thrust varies. At low thrust, the shock noise is very im-
portant. The large expected reductions in jet mixing noise due to low jet velocity is counter-
acted by the shock noise, which does not decrease in flight. At high thrust, the merged jet
noise component dominates, while at mid-thrusts the pre-merged and merged jet each con-
tribute important amounts. The net effect is to produce the approximately constant flight
noise reductions for all thrusts. This result is not considered to be a universal result for VSCE
engines, but rather should be recognized as being characteristic of this particular engine cycle.
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Also shown on this figure are the predictions for the LBE-430 engine, which is a very low
bypass turbofan engine. The noise of this engine was predicted by the SAE method of
Reference 1 l assuming that the exhaust would be fully mixed. This assumption produces
slightly lower predicted noise levels than if the streams were unmixed. The predictions in-
dicate a 6 PNdB noise reduction of the VSCE relative to the LBE-430 for both static and
flight conditions. By adding a treated ejector on the VSCE coannular nozzle, an additional
2 PNdB reduction can be expected.
Thus, the results of the acoustic wind tunnel testing accomplished during this program have
led to a data base which can be used to predict the static-to-flight effects on jet noise of var-
iable :;ycle and turbojet engines for supersonic cruise aircraft. For the VSCE-502 engine,
predictions based on AOASPL exponents agreed reasonably well with preliminary predic-
tions based on the ASPL's of the individual jet noise components. Both methods indicated
that the coannular noise benefits present under static conditions were retained in flight. It
is recommended that a comprehensive procedure based on detailed correlations of the changes
to the individual noise component levels due to flight speed (i.e. the ASPL method) to pro-
vide the most accurate noise predictions for coannular nozzle exhaust noise.
5.3 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
The aerodynamic performance characteristics of the four test model nozzles are presented in
this section. The thrust characteristics are presented in terms of the nozzle thrust coefficient
(CF) which is the ratio of actual thrust produced by the model (including external boattail
drag) to the total ideal thrust available. The flow properties of the nozzle are presented in
terms of flow coefficient (CD) for each stream.
The measured performance levels are presented fcr each of the nozzles, representing all the
test points for that configuration. An analysis of the thrust losses in each system are described
and appropriate adjustments made available to provide a mom complete indication of the
performance potential of the test nozzles. The performance data are not adjusted for any full
scale effect ,` since the physical full scale exhaust system characteristics have not been established.
In the following discussion the thrust coefficients of the reference convergent nozzle are pre-
sented first, followed by the thrust coefficients of the coannular configurations. The flow
coefficients for all the nozzles are then presented.
5.3.1 Convergent Nozzle
The thrust coefficients, as measured with the convergent nozzle, are presented in Figure 5.3-1
at all of the test conditions. The performance level at static conditions (V.. = 0) is consistent
with that generally accepted for a convergent nozzle, tested in this manner. In these tests
the instrumentation was located upstream of the nozzle exit (as described in Section 3.1),
causing the performance level to be slightly low because of the internal friction losses. At a
pressure ratio of 2.0, these losses were estimated to be 0.35% (OC F). Adjusting the mea-
sured level for this loss would result in the expected performance of a convergent nozzle.
The repeatability of the test facility can be seen by comparing the duplicate or repeat points
obtained at various operating conditions. The introduction of a free stream velocity (V.,)
reduces the performance level as illustrated. The loss at a typical take-off velocity, V. = 104
mps (340 fps), was approximately 0.7% (OC F) relative to the static value.
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Figure 5.3-1
	 Aerodynamic Performance of Reference Convergent Nozzle
5.3.2
	 Coannular Nozzles
The performance of the 0 .75 area ratio coannular configuration is presented in Figure 5.3-2
at all of the test conditions, as a function of fan nozzle pressure ratio and tunnel speed. At
a typical fan pressure ratio of 2.5, the performance loss between V.. = 0 and 104 mps (0 and
340 fps) is approximately 1.0% (A C F). At static conditions the primary flow was turned
off (i.e., fan stream only operating) in order to complement the earlier acoustic investigation.
As indicated, a loss of 4-5% resulted.
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	 Aerodynamic Performance of 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle At a
Primary Pressure Ratio of 1.53
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The performance level of the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle with the ejector addded is
	 -
illustrated in Figure 53-3. The performance trends with fan pressure are similar to the basic
coannuIar nozzle. At a fan pressure ratio of 23 the performance loss of the ejector config-
uration between V.. - 0 and 104 mps is approximately 2.0% (A C F). At static conditions
these two configurations (i.e., with or without the ejector) have essentially the same per-
formance level; however, at a nominal take-off speed of 104 mps the ejector configuration is
	 J
approximately 1.0% (A CF) lower than the basic nozzle. 'This difference is not believed to
be inherent with the type of ejector required in this application. It does indicate that the
particular ejector tested requires some slight modification to minimize the stag penalty at
take-off
 
conditions.
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Figure S.3-3
	 Aerodynamic Performance of 0.75 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle With
Ejector At a Primary Pressure Ratio of 1.53
The performance of the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle is presented in Figure 5.3-4 at all the
v	 test conditions. The perfomiance trend with fan nozzle pressure ratio is somewhat different
than exhibited on the 0.75 area ratio nozzle. Although the two nozzles are geometrically
similar, the increase in area ratio results in a more dominant fan stream and causes a different
interaction between the fan and primary streams. Since the primary nozzle is a low area ratio
convergent-divergent nozzle, the impact of the surrounding fan stream is important. The
overall performance level of a coannular nozzle is therefore a function of the proportions of
the fan and primary streams, the exact geometry of the nozzles in each stream and the operat-
ing conditions in each stream.
The effect of external flow on the 1.2 area ratio nozzle is slightly less than with the 0.75
area ratio nozzle. The performance difference between V.. = 0 and 104 mps is approximately
0.5% (A C F) at a fan nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5.
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Figure j. 3-4	 Aerodynamic Performance of 1.2 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle At a
Primary Pressure Ratio of 1.5.E
It should be noted that during the complete aerodynamic test matrix the primary stream
pressure ratio was maintained at 1.53. Since the primary nozzle is a convergent-divergent
nozzle with an area ratio of 1. 1, it will be generally overexpanded at a pressure ratio of 1.53.
The nozzle was based on an early design employing fixed geometry which was biased for
high speed cruise operation. Current designs incorporate variable geometry which would
eliminate this problem. The impact of this primary stream overexpansion on overall nozzle
performance has been estimated for both coannular nozzles, as illustrated in Figure 5.3-5,
along with the impact of the total pressure loss between the internal instrumentation and the
exit of the nozzle. If the combined effect of overexpansion and total pressure Io,c were in-
corporated into the measured performance levels, a better indication of the performance po-
tential of the nozzle configurations under study would be obtained. The adjusted perfor-
mance level is illustrated typically for the 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzle in Figure 5.3-6.
The impact of external velocity is summarized for the coannular nozzle configuration in
Figure 5.3-7. It is presented using both the as-measured data and the performance levels 	 s
adjusted for pressure loss and primary overexpansion. As illustrated, the performance decay
with external velocity is a function of nozzle geometry. The higher area ratio nozzle (i.e.,
1.2) is somewhat less effected by external speed than the 0.75 area ratio configuration. The
impact of the ejector increases at the higher velocities; however, as discussed earlier it is be-
lieved that further refinement of the ejector design could minimize this effect. It should be
noted that the performance difference between the 0.75 area ratio configuration and the
1.2 area ratio nozzle as originally measured is nearly halved when the primary overexpansion
correction is considered. The primary stream contributes a larger percentage of the overall
nozzle thrust in the 0.75 area ratio nozzle than in the 1.2 area ratio nozzle and therefore an
adjustment of this type is more significant than in the nozzle with the larger area ratio.
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Figure. 13-6	 Comparison of Measured and Adjusted Aerodynamic Performance of 0.75
Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle At a Primary Pressure Ratio of 1.53
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The trend in performance with nozzle area ratio is illustrated In Figure S.3-8 for a represents-
tive set of stream pressure ratios at both static and take-offconditions (V„ - 104 mps). When
the basic data are corrected for internal losses (i.e., total pressure loss and primary stream
	
a
overexpansion), there is no significant trend at static conditions, but there is a slut trend
toward higher performance levels at V.. a 104 mps as the nozzle area ratio is increased. This
occurs because the higher area ratios produce a larger exhaust plume resulting in lower overall
closure drag. As a convenience, the data have been extrapolated to the area ratio required
for one of the currently most promising engines (VSCE-50213) being considered for advanced
supersonic cruise aircraft.
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Correlation of Aerodynamic Performance and Nozzle Area Ratio of
Coannular Nozzles
5,3.3 Row Coefficients
The flow coefficients of the convergent nozzle, illustrated in Figure 5.3-9, have a conven-
tional trend with pressure ratio. Increasing the external velocity (V,.) reduces the :low coef-
ficients in the low pressure ratio, unchoked range as expected.
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Figure 5.3-9	 Flow Coefficients for Reference Conversent Nuzzle
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The flow characteristics of the basic 0.75 area ratio coannular nozzles are illustrated Figure
5.3-10. The fari stream exhibits a conventional trend, but is independent of external velocity.
-An examination of the local static pressures in the vicinity o'fthe nozzle exit showed that be	 _
cause of the steep external contour near the nozzle exit,;Oe external flow is piubably Sep.
crated and the effect of low external velocities is nullified. The primary strewir (which is
nominally at a pressure ratio of_1.53) exhibits a level bf flow rocificient greater than lenity
at the low fan pressure ratios'because it .13 being aspirated by the fan streasit. At the higher	 -
fan pressure sties, the primary flow becomes influenced by the external velocity-.:;This is
associated , with the changing interaction between flan stream expansion ,  external-flow field,
and primary nozzle discharge. In other words'. a changing static pressure field s imposed-on
::- the primary;- stream as the fan pressure ratio increases in combination with -increasing external
velocity- .As will be :seen on the:6ther coar'nular configurations, this fluctuation in.primary
flow, coefficient is. also a function of nozzle g^.ometry.
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	 Flow Coefficients for 0.:75 Area . Ratio CuannularNozzle At a Primary.
Pressure Ratio of 1.53
The flow characteristics of the 0.75 area ratio nozzle when the ejector-*as added are pre-
sented in Figure 5.3-11. The fan nozzle in this configuration now reflects-the introduction
of external velocity. This is due to the large reduction in pressure distribution around the
fan nozzle when the ejector is added as illustrated in Figure 5.3-4 2 at both Vol = 0 and _-	 rV.. = 104 mps (340 fps)•
	
i
i	 -	 The level of fan stream flow coefficient for the 0.75 area ratio with ejector at high fan stream
i	 pressure ratios is slightly higher than the other 0.75 area ratio configuration. Since these 	 .
'	 are physically different models, the difference is attributed to manufacturing tolerances.
j Because the ejector also changes the local flow field surrounding the primary nozzle, the var-
iatior, in primary flow coefficient at the high pressure ratios, associated with external velocity
is greatly ruyduced.
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The flow coefficients of the 1.2 area ratio coannular nozzle are illustrat'_d in Figure 5.3-13.
The general trends and basic levels are similar to the 0.75 area ratio configuration; however,
the primary stream is seen to be independent of external velocity. The increase in fan stream
area was enough to change the flow field around the primary nozzle Ind eliminate any inter-
action with the external flow (in the pressure ratio range considered).
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Flow Coefficients for 1.2 Area Ratio Coannular Nozzle At a Primary
Pressure Ratio of 1.53
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6.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The effect of forward flight on the jet noise characteristics of coannular exhaust nozzles
(suitable for Variable Stream Control Engines) was investigated under simulated flight con-
ditions in a series of wind tunnel tests.
Models of approximately 1/22 size having an equivalent diameter of 0.057 m were tested
over a range of conditions. The external velocity (flight speed) was varied from 0 to 129
raps. During the acoustic tests, the fan stream velocity was varied from 240 to 630 mps and
the fan stream temperature was v <nried from 394 to 700° K. The primary stream properties
were maintained constant, with the velocity equal to 300 mps and the temperature equal to
394°K. A total of 230 acoustic data points were obtained. Radial pressure and temperature
traverses were made at selected conditions.
During the aerodynamic performance tests the same range of tunnel speeds and nozzle pre-
sure ratios were covered on each of the nozzle configurations. The flow temperatures were
near ambient, since the test facility employed an unheated air supply. A total of 80 test
points were taken.
All of the detailed acoustic and aerodynamic performance data obtained are reported in the
companion Comprehensive Data Report, NASA CR -135189.
6.1 ACOUSTIC RESULTS
The more significant results from the acoustic tests are summarized in this section.
•' The effect of flight on the reference convergent nozzle agrees with the results of pre-
vious investigations. At subsonic nozzle conditions, the noise was reduced at all angles.
At supersonic nozzle conditions, noise increased at forward angles due to broadband
shock noise amplification.
i
r -
	
The noise of the coannular nozzles was red  °.d in flight by 0 - 2 dB less than the noise
of the reference convergent nozzle operating A the fan stream conditions. Effects of
fan-to-primary stream area ratio on .the results were minor.
•	 The presence of a hard wall ejector on the coannular nozzle produced small additional
decreases in the noise reductions due to flight compared to the results obtained without
.. an ejector for some nozzle operating conditions. Projecting the results to exhaust con-
ditions simulating a supersonic cruise aircraft propulsion system indicates that the pre-
sence of an ejector has no impact on the noise reductions due to flight.
•	 Essentially eliminating the primary stream flow caused noise increases relative to the
basic coannular nozzle levels both statically and at flight veiocities. However, the noise
levels were still below that of an equivalent convergent nozzle operating at the fan Con-
ditions.
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• The noise reductions due to flight were correlated by the use of AOASPL relative velo-
city exponents, For the coannular nozzles having V f > Vp, the exponents were based
on the fan stream velocity although correlations using the mixed velocity produced
similar collapse of the data. No consistent effect of temperature was indicated.
• A convection exponent was defined to attempt to quantify the effects of convective
amplification. The results of this exponent correlation indicated no distinct advantage
compared to the use of AOASPL relative velocity exponents for in-flight jet noise pre-
diction,
• Correlations were developed which related the acoustic power of the various configura-
tions with the mean velocity profile measured in the jet plume.
• The coannular nozzle OASPL and PNL noise reductions observed statically relative to
synthesized values were essentially retained in flight.
•	 The data were used to provide preliminary estimates of the effect of flight on jet noise
for the VSCE exhaust system envisioned for a supersonic cruise aircraft application.
It is recommended that the data obtained during this program be used to develop a
more sophisticated prediction procedure to account for the effects of flight on the
noise of inverted velocity profile (Vf > Vp) jets. The procedure envisioned would re-
quire the wparation and correlation of the low frequency merged jet mixing noise, the
high frequency pre-merged jet mixing noise, and the high frequency broadband shock
noise.
&2 AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The results from the aerodynamic performance tests are summarized in this section.
•	 Measured thrust coefficients for all the nozzle configurations were obtained and are
identified in the text. The coannular configuration had thrust coefficients ranging from
approximately 0.965 to 0.975 at a fan nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5, with the potential
for as much as 2% more if the configurations could be altered. In addition, flow coef-
ficients for all the nozzles are also documented.
•	 Thc. aerodynamic performance of the coannular configurations tested at simulated
take-off speeds decreased from 0.75 to ?'.1e, relative to the static performance levels.
•	 Analysis of the observed performance data indicated large reductions of the perform-
unce losses associated with take-off speeds are likely through primary nozzle redesign,
ejector refinement, and increased fan/primary area ratios. Losses of approximately 0.5%
are .anticipated with refined exhaust system configurations suitable for the Variable
Stream Control Engines.
i
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	 + " The test results illustrated the need for variable geometry in the primary stream. This
would eliminate over expansion losses at low pressure ratio operation.
• The importance of the primary stream was further identified when the primary stream
j	 wma, turned off. An additional performance loss of approximately 5% was observed at
static conditions when the primary stream was turned off.
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PART 1
MODEL SCALE OVERALL SOUND POWER
LEVEL AND OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE
LEVEL DIRECTIVITY ON THEORETICAL DAY
	• 	 Flight data are presented in the "simulated-flight" mode (i.e., corrected for shear layer
refraction and moving medium effect).
a. Peak perceived noise levels are shown on a 648.6 M sideline, at 22 . 5 X model scale for
an FAA day ambient condition.
• "Theoretical Day" data are the noise that would be measured at the microphone if no
noise were lost through atmospheric absorption.
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AOASPLO
RELATIVE VELOCITY EXPONENTS, n  (0) =
	
Vj-Vto
10 log, V,-Vo„
Pt
Configuration P ma b Tt(°K) 0=70	 80
1 1.3	 394 4.46
1 1.53
	
394 3.42 4.35
l 1.8	 394 2.21
1 2.5	 394 -1.61
1 ^ . ')	 IGA
-v.i Y
1 1.3	 589 2.43
1 ° 1.8
	 589 2.64
1 2.5	 589 -1.60
1 3.2
	
589 -3.29
1 1.3	 700 2.36
1 1.8
	 700 2.63
1 2.5
	
700 -0.49
	
1.09
1 3.2	 700 -3.20
Ptf
Pamb Ttf I-K)
90	 100 110 120	 130 140
4.59	 5.99	 7.73
5.01 5.95 6.73 7.63 8.98 10.45
150
10.02
12.29
10.68
13.04
12.94
9.10
12.10
12.74
10.59
8.93
12.80
11.18
9.49
3.65 4.83 7.89
-1.32 3.70 6.57
2.15 4.52 6.26
4.26 5.04 8.14
4.43 6.49 9.33
1.05 4.56 9.39
-0.73 1.84 8.57
3.81 5.17 7.58
4.56 6.92 10.03
2.64 3.73	 5.79	 7.58 11.66
	 14.50
-0.35 2.75 11.11
2 1.8 394
2 2.5 394
2 1.8 589
2 2.5 589
2 1.3 700
2 1.8 700
2 2.5 700
2 3.2 700
2 * 1.8 700
2 * 2.5 700
3 1.8 394
3 2.5 394
3 1.8 589
3 2.5 589
3 1.3 700
3 1.8 700
3 2.5 700
3 3.2 700
4 1.8 394
4 2.5 394
4 1.8 589
4 2.5 589
4 1.3 700
4 1.8 700
4 2.5 700
4 3.2 700
1.68 3.35 5.03 6.95 8.15
-1.16 1.01 3.17 6.83 8.14
319 4.88 6.58 9.78 15.60
-2.41 1.99 5.77 10.48 17.69
0.92 2.91 5.17 7.91 10.04
1.08 3.11 5.61 8.35 11.42
- 1.11	 0.57 2.04 3.61
	 5.51	 7.27 8.97	 10.38 11.69
-3.56 -0.99 3.03 8.00 11.65
-1.73 1.04 4.25 9.02 13.50
-1.49 1.06 5.22 11.11 14.69
1.95 3.16 5.25 8.02 12.77
-1.21 0.17 2.62 5.72 10.88
0.65 3.55 6.12 8.31 12.60
-1.81 1.58 5.37 8.39 13.63
2.69 4.43 2.87 4.57 8.61
0.27 2.64 5.50 7.51 11.52
-1.59
	 0.14 1.35 2.68	 5.04	 7.15 8.43	 10.39 11.98
-2.60 0.76 4.40 7.52 13.22
1.69 2.55 5.15 7.10 9.74
0.20 2.88 4.62 7.58 9.77
2.80 4.63 6.98 9.05 12.34
2.26 5.59 8.36 9.96 14.78
0.40 1.98 3.81 5.52 6.35
1.55 3.61 6.09 8.08 10.92
0.22 2.10 3.51 4.79
	
6.52	 8.14 9.60	 11.99 13.71
-0.81 2.62 5.75 9.30 13.64
*	 Fan stream alone
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AOASPLO - AOASPL900 
CONVECTIVE EXPONENTS, n6
10 Log (I - M. Cos OT
Pt
Configuration iamb Tt(* K) 0=70 80	 100 110	 120 130	 140 150
1 1.3 394 0.71 6.16 7.57 10.02
1 1.53 394 5.08 4.35
	
5.97 5.77	 6.13 7.35	 8.54 10.33
1 1.8 394 4.34 4.07 7.99 10.31
1 2.5 394 -6.86 6.25 7.69 13.23
1 3.2 394 4.99 5.81 5.59 1140
1 1.3 589 6.58 3.141 '8.74 8.48
1 1.8 589 4.22 5.42 7.21 8.69
1 2.5 589 5.05 7.39 9.80 10.38
1 3.2 589 4.26 4.78 9.76 8.92
1 1.3 700 4.90 5.35 8.05 8.48
1 1.8 700 4.04 5.50 7.12 8.26
1 2.5 700 5.40 5.47	 3.97 5.97	 6.56 9.45	 10.55 6.75
1 3.2 700 4.32 5-23 10.72 6.99
Ptf
Pamb Ttf (OK)
2 1.8 394 5.55 6.01 7.17 7.42
2 2.5 394 5.63 5.85 8.75 8.05
2 1.8 589 3.63 3.84 6.08 10.16
2 2.5 589 6.89 6.16 7.55 10.98
2 1.3 700 6M 7.70 9.46 10.52
2 1.8 700 4.67 6.36 7.42 9.07
2 2.5 700 591 4.68
	 6.36 7.37	 7.79 8.25	 8.54 8,99
2 3.2 700 3.74 6.85 8.55 9.34
2 1.8 700 5.22 6.70 9.22 11.01
2 2.5 700 4.12 7.27 9.76 10-17
3 1.8 394 3.27 6.17 7.79 11.60
3 2.5 394 3.20 6.41 8.04 11.59
3 1.8 589 6.20 6.14 6.36 9.28
3 2.5 589 5.89 7.32 7.28 9.89
3 1.8 700 5.35 6.04 6.86 9.64
3 2.5 700 4.79 4.92	 4.58 6.72	 7..44 7.26	 7.98 8.44
3 3.2 700 4.92 6.19 6.36 9.25
4 1.8 394 2.68 8.71 8.51 10.12
4 2.5 394 6.57 4.73 7.04 8.05
4 1.8 589 4.06 5.76 5.99 8.02
4 2.5 589 6.00 5.54 4.69 7.61
4 1.3 700 5.85 7.46 8.17 7.93
4 1.8 700 4.65 6.18 6.22 7.95
4 2.5 700 5.74 4.97	 4.94 6.05	 6.38 6.70	 8.09 8.70
4 3.2 700 5.37 5.59 6.67 8.46
Fan stream alone
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APPENDIX B
G
	
r	 SUPERSONIC SCREECH ELIMINATION
The jet noise spectra of model nozzles operating at supercritical nozzle pressure ratios often
contain "spikes" or discrete tones. These intense discrete tones, commonly known as shock
screech, are generated from a feedback mechanism described as follows: turbulence in the
	
#	 jet shear layer interacts with the flow field shock waves, giving rise to an acoustic signal,
which is then "feedback" to trigger another disturbance in the shear layer. The net effect
of this process is the generation of a discrete tone on the sound field. Such shock screech
tones are not present in full scale engine noise spectra because the physical irregularities
that exist in full scale engines greatly weaken the feedback between sound and shear layer
disturbance.
.i
Typical noise spectra of the convergent nozzle operating at the various nozzle pressure
	
_	 ratios are shown in Figure B-1 a and b for the 90° and 150° angles, respectively. It can be
seen that the screech tones are not present for the subsonic jet condition. In the supersonic
	
}	 jet condition, the screech tones can be easily identified, and normally are present at two
frequencies, the fundamental and first harmonic. The fundamental frequency of the screech
	
i	 tone from a convergent nozzle is given by the following relationship (Ref. B-1):r
4{
	
r	 c
f°
3d (PR-1.89)2
where "f" is the frequency, "d" is the nozzle diameter, "PR" is the nozzle pressure ratio
and "c" is the speed of sound. The measured screech frequencies at pressure ratios 2.5 and
3.2 agreed reasonably well with predictions from the preceding equation. These screech
tones, in general, appear very intense along the side angles (80° - 110 0 ) where the jet mixing
noise is relatively low. At higher jet temperatures, for a given pressure ratio, the shock
screech tones are not as dominant because of the increase in jet mixing noise caused by the
higher jet velocity.
The noise spectra of a higher temperature jet demonstrating this effect are shown in
Figures B-2a and b. The effects of relative velocity on the shock screech tones are shown
	
x	 in Figures B-3a and b for the 90° and 150° microphones, respectively. With relative
	
r	 velocity, it can be seen that the screech tones are amplified and broadened at the 90° angle.
This effect is similar to the amplification of the broadband shock noise in the relative
k s velocity field as described in Section 5.1. Since screech tones are not present in full scale
engine noise the amplification and broadening of such tones would not simulate the noise
characteristics in flight. Therefore, in order to obtain experimental results applicable to
full size engines, an analytical and experimental investigation was conducted to study ways
	
_	 of eliminating the supersonic screech tone.
:^.,
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Figure B-1
	
	 Effect of Screech Tone On SPL Spectra of Convergent Nozzle At a Jet
Temperature of 3940K(250°F)
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Figure B-2	 Lffect of Screech Tone On SPL Spectra of Convergent Nozzle At a Jet
Temperature of 700°K (800°F)
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Figure B-3	 Effect of Relative velocity On Shock Screech Tone of Convergent Nozzle
Operating At .Supercritical Nozzle Pressure Ratio
The screech tones could be removed analytically by smoothing the noise spectra containing
the tone. However, several problems and disadvantages are inherent in this approach. In
the static condition, the tones can be easily removed because the tones are well defined. But
in the flight case, the broadening of such tones makes the smoothing process more difficult
and subject to individual interpretation. Also, based on previous results by Lockheed-
Georgia (Ref. B-2) and DFVLR — Institute for Turbulent Research (Ref. B-3) suppression
of screech tones in a jet result in changes to the broadband noise spectra. This change
occurs because broadband mixing noise is found to be enhanced by the screech tone. Results
front Reference B-2 demonstrating this effect are shown in Figure B-4. Thus, the inter-
action between the screech tone and the broadband noise makes the process of analytical
smoothing extremely difficult since effects of interaction phenomenon must be known
before the data can be properly corrected.
Experimentally, the screech tone can be eliminated by simulating full scale nozzle irregu-
larities through the use of nozzle lip modifications. This has the advantage of suppressing
the screech tone and the interaction between screech and the broadband noise. Various
nozzle lip modifications were tested in order to determine the lip changes which would
eliminate the screech tone and at the same time have negligible effect upon the jet subsonic
`	 noise spectrum, where screech effects are non-existant. Schematics of these changes are
shown in Figure B-5. Two types of modifications were investigated: tabs which protruded
into the jet flow, and tabs which impinged on the edge of, but did not protrude into the jet
flow. In principle, these lip modifications destroyed the azimuthal symmetry of the flow
F	 structure and thus minimized the screech tone feedback mechanism. Typical results of the
screech suppression with tabs protruding into the jet flow are shown in Figures B-6a and
b. Generally, the tabs eliminated the screech tone successfully, but in varying degree,
reduced the low frequency broadband jet mixing noise and increased the high frequency
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Figure B-4	 Effect of Shock Screech Tones On Broadband Noise Spectra
4
noise slightly. The reduction in the low frequency jet mixing noise is probably due to an
enhanced mixing process similar to the effect of multi-element jet suppression nozzles,
whereas the increase in high frequency noise is associated with the generation of aerody-
namic noise from the tabs. The results also show that the size and orientation of the tab
has a significant effect on the noise spectra because of asymmetric jet plume development
as discussed in Reference B-4. Results of lip modifications based on tabs which impinged on
the edge of, but did not protrude into the jet flow are show y
 in Figures B-7a and b. These
lip irregularities eliminated the screech tone successfully and showed less distortion on the
noise spectra as compared with the protruding tabs configurations. The noise spectra of these
lip irregularities also exhibited reduced low frequency broadband jet mixing noise while
the high frequency noise was increased. The reduction in the low frequencies is similar to
the results from Referenc%s B-2 and B-3 in that the suppression of the screech tone results
in changes io the low frequency broadband noise. The slight increase in the high frequency
noise is probably due to the generation of aerodynamic noise associated with the lip ir-
regularities. Among the nonprotruding lip modifications, the 0.25 cm (0.1 in' edged lip
(i.e., modification #6, Figure B-5) showed the least distortion on the noise spectra while at
the same time completely eliminating the tones.
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Figure B-b
	 SPL Spectra of Lip Modification With Tabs Protruding Into Jet blow
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Figure B-7	 SPL ,Spectra of Lip Modification With Tabs Not Protruding Into Jet Flow
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i
The noise spectra of the 0.25 cm edged lip configuration we , compared to the data from
the configuration without tabs in the subsonic (no screech) condition. As shown in Figure
B-7c and d, the 0.25 cm edged lip noise spectra agreed well with the configuration without
tabs except at the high frequencies where a slight increase was caused by the generation
of aerodynamic noise associated with the lip irreeulanties. From the results of these
studies, a lip modification (0.25 cm edged-lip) of eight small rectangular tabs (designed to
not protrude into the flow) placed symmetrically oil the nozzle lip shown in Figure B-8 was
selected for the test program.
The lip modification used on the reference convergent nozzle was also use d op the fan
nozzle lip of the three coarinular nozzle configurations tested in this program. The effect of
the modifications on tale noise spectra was similar to the results obtained on the reference
convergent nozzle.
Figure B-S
	 No_.le Lip Modification for .Slack Screech Tone Elimination
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APPENDIX C
THEORETICAL. DAY ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION MRRECTION
The as-measured data, after cable and microphone response corrections, were transformed
to the "theoretical day" by applying the values of atmospheric absorption defined in
Reference C-1. This procedure entails adding a ASPL as a function of frequency, relative
humidity, ambient temperature and microphone distance, to the measured SPL. The
ASPL corrections represent an estimate of the absolute sound absorption for noise in each
of the oae-third octave bands. The resulting "theoretical day" data represents the noise
that would be measured if no noise were lost by the atmospheric absorption process. Model
data presented in this manner can theoretically be scaled to represent the noise of any size
engine and extrapolated to any distance. As discussed in Section 4.2, for typical test con-
ditions the corrections at the very high frequencies (i.e., above 40K Hz) are quite large. At
80K Hz under a typical test condition (RH -50% , temp = ?86° K), nearly 77% of the
acoustic energy is attenuated by atmospheric absorption. The corrections defined in Ref.
C-1 are in general agreement up to 100K Hz with the results of recent experiments in Ref.
C-2, although appreciable deviations have been noted for certain ambient conditions.
Therefore, the procedure of Ref. C-1 was used to determine the atmospheric corrections re-
quired to correct the data to a "theoretical day"'.
A typical as-measured noise spectrum for the reference convergent nozzle operating at sub-
sonic conditions is shown in Figure C-1, along with the spectra corrected to a "theoretics!!
day Also shown is the expected roll off slope based on the prediction method of StoneC-5.
Note that the data corrected to "theoretical day" contain an uplift at the very high frequen-
cies. The correction at 80K Hz was approximately 7 dB for this test case. In general, the
"theoretical day" noise spectra for most test conditions have an uplift at the high frequen-
cies similar to that shown on Figure C-1. (It should be noted that the as-measured spectra
do not have an uplift, except at the extreme aft angle (8i = 150°) where the large roll-off
slope of jet noise is extremely large and the tape recorder dynamic range was exceeded.)
The actual measured electronic floor noise of the measurement system is also shown in Fig-
ure C-I for the system in the identical operating mode used in the sample test case shown.
The electronic floor noise was measured with the system amplifiers and/or attenuators at
the same settings as used in the specific test, but with the microphones capped thus produc-
ing the same system electronic noise as was present during the actual test data recording. It
is apparent that the electronic noise was much too low to cause any affect on the measured
data at any frequency.
The high frequency noise uplift in the "theoretical day" spectra is also found in model jet
data from other nozzle configurations tested in other facilities (e.g., Ref. C-3).
Several experiments were conducted to show that measurement system errors were not
responsible for the uplift phenomenon. The experiments included electronic system
response.
 investigation, and tests of microphone size and distance.
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Figure C-1	 Typical Atmospheric Absorption Correction of As-Measured SPL Spectrum.
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The microphone system response investigation was conducted by utilizing the recording
system used in the test program. The microphone was first removed from the field effect
transistor (F'ET) follower. A I volt, 250 Hz sine.wave signal was applied through the micro--f
phone insert device to establish a reference sound pressure level. Then a broadband white
noise signal (equal energy per cycle) was inserted and recorded. The noise signal inserted
ranged from 0 to 100K Hz and increased at the rate of I dB per one -third octave band.
Following the recordings, the tape was analyzed in the same manner as the acoustic data,
including application of corrections for system and cable response. Figure C-2 shows the
results of the system response investigation.
{
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	 Microphone System Response VeriJlcation
The specified accuracy limit of the one-third octave band analysis system is illustrated in
Figure C-2. Deviations between these limits are not meaningful. The specified output of
the white noise generator is also illustrated as a straight line. The actual outp ►at of the white
^.	 noise generator is seen to be within tl dB of the specified output. The output of the white
'	 noise signal, after passing through the entire electronic system, was recorded, analyzed by
the one-third octave band analyzer and corrected for cable calibration values. As can be
seen, the final white noise output falls within the analyzer accuracy limits for all frequencies.
In particular, no up-lift is present at the high frequencies. Based on these results, it can
be concluded that the electronic system used to record and analyze the noise measurements
in this program was not responsible for the presence of the high frequency up lift present
in some of the data.
Microphone diaphragm frequency response was also investigated as a possible cause for the
tuigh frequency up-lift. Although all microphones were calibrated by a procedure traceable
to the National Bureau of Standards, as described in Section 4.w an additional test was done
I	 to verify that the microphones were measuring properly.
The B&K #4135 0.006 m (1/4 in) microphones used in the test program are specified to
have flat (< t 1 dB) response at normal incidence to above 80K Hz (Ref. C4). The B&K
#4138, 0.003 m (1/8 in.) microphones are specified to have a flat (< tl dB) frequency
response to above 120K Hz (Re£ C-4).
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To determine if the 0 .006 m microphones were producing erroneous high frequency levels
causing the high frequency up-lift, two 0 .003 m microphones were used to measure data
simultaneously with the 0.006 m microphones. If the results from the different microphones
were similar, the larger microphones could be considered to be functioning properly due to
th-,
 different frequency response characteristics of the two size microphones used. Thus, two
B&K #4135 0.003 m microphones were placed at the 90° and 150° angles 0.05 m (2 in)
below the B&K #4135 0.006 m microphones. Results obtained from the 0.006 m and 0.003 .
m microphones at the 90° angle with the same nnzzle operating condition are shown in
Figure C-3. The noise level- recorded by the 0.003 m microphone is lower-than those of the
0.006 m microphone for all frequencies. The difference of about 1 dB is within the micro-
phone accuracy specification (Ref. C-4). The similarity in spectral shape measured by the
two different size microphones excludes the microphone response as being responsible for
the high frequency up-lift phenomenon.
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Figure C-3
	 Comparison of SPL Spectral Shape Measured by T ivo Different Size
Microphones -
A.Lother test was made to determine if the atmospheric absorption corrections would pro-
duce ,;onsistent data for varying microphone measuring distances. If the absorption correc-
t;,)ns are accurate, the noise measured at any distance (if in the acoustic and geometrical
far fl 0d) and corrected to theoretical day would exhibit the same spectral shape. A simple
spherical divergence corr-' ._tion for distance differences would then produce spectra having
the same shape and level.
The effect of microphone distance on the measured data was evaluated by placing the 900
microphone at distances of 0.61 m (2 ft) and 1.22 in (4 ft) away from the nozzle exit. Data
at these distarces was then compared, after correction for atmospheric absorption At these
relatively close distances (0.61 m and 1.22 n1), only the r.-).;Se at the higher frequencies are
considered to be in the geometric a:1d acoustic far field. Thus, only high frequency compa.i-
cons can be made. The measurements for eac h -1:crophone were fir i corrected for atnlospii-
eric absorption, at the apprupriate distances, using the corrections as defined in Ref. C-l.
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Then, the levels were extrapolated to 3.05 in by the spherical divergence relationship;
ASPL = 20 Log (Ri3.05), where R is the microphone distance. Results of such comparisons
are shown in Figures C-4 and C-5 for the 0.61 m and 1.22 m microphone respectively along
with the electronic noise spectra of the system which are well below the measured data at
all frequencies. The 3.05 m microphone distance noise spectrum represents typical data
which show the high frequency uplift. Measurements at the 0.61 m and 1.22 m do not show
this uplift phenomenon. From these comparisons, it can be seen that the uplift problem be-
comes significant as the measuring distance increases: This is not surprising because the at-
mospheric correction is proportional to the microphone distance. From this simple cxperi-
ment, it can be concluded that the atmospheric absorption corrections of Ref. C-1 cannot
be extended accurately to frequencies above 50K liz. A final test was conducted to investi-
gate the possibility that the microphone supports might cause a reflection of sound. This
was accomplished by covering the 130° microphone support rod and FET follower with
sound absorbing material. Results showed no evidence of noise reflection from hardwall sur-
faces.
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The investigations described above appear sufficient to exclude the possibility of system or
measurement technique errors as contributing to the high frequency uplift present in some
of the "theoretical day" data. If the measured noise is an accurate representation of the no
noise existing at the microphone location, then other factors are responsible for the theore-
tical day uplift problem. One possibility is that the atmospheric absorption corrections de-
termined by the procedure of Ref. 1 are not adequate to describe the acoustic losses present
in jet noise tests. A second possibility is that additional noise sources at very high frequen-
cies maybe present in small scale model tests. 	 +
Based on the results of the experimental investigations into the possible causes of the high
frequency uplift present in some of the "theoretical day" data, that the presence of the up-
lift at angles other than the extreme aft locations is not due to the acoustic measurement
system, but is caused by some other factor.
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CORRECTION OF OPEN JET WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS
FOR SHEAR LAYER REFRACTION
Roy K. Amiet
Senior Research Engineer, Aeroacoustics Group
United Aircraft Research Laboratories
East Hartford, Connecticut,
Abstract
The problem of sound refraction by a plane, zero
thickness shear layer is treated by combining a
previous solution Of Ribner and Miles with geomet-
rical acoustics. Analytical expressions are given
which allow one to correct far-field measurement
angle and acoustic amplitude for the effects of
shear layer refraction. The correction is inde-
pendent of source type and the results represent
the sound field one would expect to measure in a
flow which has a free stream extending to infinity.
Preliminary experimental results are in basic
agreement, but further tests are necessary to
definitely establish the theory.
Q
	
N7; v+z2 )
W	 Circular frequency
Subscripts
A,B,C,D	 .Points defined in Fig. 1	 s
i	 Incident
m	 Measured
I
r	 Reflected
Introduction
I
t
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List of Symbols
h	 Distance of source from shear layer
j,k	 Unit vectors in the x,y,z directions,
respectively
M	 Tunnel Mach number
P	 Pressure
r	 Source - microphone distance
xo	 Axial distance from source to point at
which sound ray crosses shear layer
yl	 Microphone distance above sound source
zl	Separation between layers of double
shear layer
Cpl	 Angle between wave fronts and shear
layer; measured just below the shear
layer
1B 	 l i
ri	 ((1-M cos'))2 _ cos2ol 1/2
Q	 Angle between shear layer and ray
propagation direction above shear layer
or	 Angle corrected for shear layer effect
Qo	 Value of Q which begins zone of silence
Wavelength
r	 .'arameter defined by Eq. (10a)
6	 Phase
In studying the effect of flight speed on a
sound source such as a compressor or a jet exhaust,
it is necessary to obtain accurate experimental
data under controlled conditions. An open.-jet
anechoic wind tunnel such as those located at
United Aircraft Research Laboratories, NASA Langley,
NSRDC Carderock, among others, can be used to
generate such data. Sound reflection from the
walls, which is a problem with closed section
tunnels, is eliminated by the use of an anechoic
chamber, and the problem of extraneous noise due
to flow interaction with microphones is avoided
since the microphones are outside the stream.
However, the open-jet tunnel does have the dis-
advantage that the sound produced by the device
being tested must pass through the jet shear layer
before being sensed by a microphone outside the
flow. In crossing the shear layer the sound is
refracted, an effect that becomes more important
as the Mach number is raised. Also, scattering
from the turbulence in the shear layer may occur.
Several previous studies, Refs. (1 through 7)
for example, have been conducted on this problem.
These, however, generally have considered a
specific type of sound source near a shear layer
and have calculated a corresponding directivity
curve rather than addressing the general problem of
correcting any sound source such as a combination
of monopoles, dipoles, etc. Reference 8 proceeds
along the lines of geometrical acoustics as done
here. Howevei, Ref. 8 uses the'technique for
calculating the directivity pattern produced by a
given source in the presence of a shear layer rather
than arriving at a method for correcting acoustic
tunnel measurements independent of source type.
Because the present study corrects both the sound
amplitude and the measurement angle, it can be
applied to a general source.
1
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Theoretical Development
The modeling of the problem is shown in Fig. 1.
The observer is at a distance yl-h above the shear
layer, and the sound source is a distance h below
the plane, zero-thickness shear layer. There is
no restriction on the size of h. The observer is
assumed to be in both the geometrical and acoustic
far-field of the source; i.e., the source-observer
distance is significantly greater than both the
source dimensions and the acoustic wavelength.
Both the source and observer arm assumed to be in
a plane normal to the shear layer and parallel to
the flow. The line connecting the source and the
observer mallwa an angle 9m with the shear layer.
is
	
The measured angle S m goes to zero as the observer
moves downstream and totr as the observer moves
upstream. The actual path of a sound ray is
represented by the line SCO which below the shear
t
	 layer makes an angle B' with the shear layer and
above the shear layer au angle 0. The change from
9' to Q as the sound passes through the shear
layer is a result of refraction by the shear layer.
The fluid densities above and below the shear layer
an assumed to be the same. (This assumption
could be eliminated, but the results would be
somewhat more involved.) There is little change
in density across the shear layer of the VARL
Acoustic Research Tunnel. The Mach number M is
assumed uniform below the shear layer and zero
above it.
If the shear layer had not been present so that
the uniform Mach number M continued o!;t to infinity
the sound on reaching the former position of the
shear layer would continue to propagate recti-
linearly, following the dashed line in Fig,. 1
rather than the solid line. Thus, the sound heard
at position 0 in the presence of the shear layer
would be heard at positicn A or B in the absence
of the shear layer. If one wishes to correct the
data to to equivalent sideline position, the sound
would be heard at A in the absence of the shear
layer, while if one wanted to correct the data to
an equal radial distance from the source, point B
would be used.
The method of the derivation is to use geomet-
I
	
rical acoustics together with the solution of
Ribner for the transmission and reflection of
sound by a plane zero-thickness shear layer. The
sound measured at the observer point 0 is traced
back by (!,eometrica.l acoustics to point C+ ,just
It 
above the shear layer. Knowing the armnlitudc- at
point C+, Ribner's results are used to cross the
shear layer giving the amplitude at point C- just
below the shear layer. The amplitude at point A
or B that would exist in the absence of the shear
layer can then be obtained from the sound level at
C- by noting that sound pressure decays inversely
as the distance from the source. Thus, the pres-
sure that would-exist at point A would be the
pressure at point C- times the ratio of distances
of the source from points C and A.
M
FIGURE 1. A-OUSTIC SOURCE BENEATH PLANE
ZERO•TWKNESS SHEAR LATER
It shoulu be pointed out that it is not necessary
for point C to be in the far field of.the source.
When the sound measured at point 0 is used to cal-
culate the sound at point C, only the far-field
component can be calculated since point 0 is ataumed
to be in the far-field. Thus, as actual measurement
of the sound at point C might not agree with the
value given here unless one were able to separate
out the near and far-field parts of the measurement.
The details of the derivation are given in
Appendix I. The resulting, correction equations are
given below.
ton 9' = S / (O tces 9 + M)
	
Y, cot 9,n - hCot 9' +(y,-h) Cot 6	 (la)
	
CK(o- MCOSO- cost 8wt 	 (lb)
P	 f	 v,	 r +^ yr	 s	 T,	 s ,r:PT c { r^ ^s,ne+( n'I(1^ i5,n a + ( n-1 i^ ^ 1
1	
, (2)
	
• 2S ,n29	 + s-n9(I -M COs B)t;
P6
	
fhrsz9 [sins +( h^ -11r;^^(s,n39+( ' -1)a 311i:1
• zsnB [ M t 11- M Cos 91 2 +(I- Mtco.t9),
1
	+smfi(I- M Cos e),J
(3)
The first two equations give 0' in terms of 0 m. The
angle B could be eliminated (;ivin(, a sir,l;.lc equation
relating B' to A.,I , but for simplicity of expression
his left as a para; peter here. Equation '?) gives
the corrected pressure FA at an equal sideline
distance while Eq: (3) gives the corrected pressure
at an equal radial distmice from the source. Again,
B appears as a parameter in these equations and is
related to 8m by Eqs. (1).
When the observer is far from the shear layer so
that !rl» I,, i:q. (lb) gives Qm -0 and Eq. (la)
becu:acs
	
ton 0' 1 S,/ (r32 COSBm+M)
	 y, >>It (4)
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FIGURE 2. CORRECTION OF ANGLE OM WITH hly, =0
One of the major simplifying assumptions used
in this derivation is that there is only a single
layer when in fact the open jet has an upper and
a lower shear layer with the sound source in the
middle. For the present results to be applicable,
the reflection from the lower shear layer should
be neeliGible. The ratio of reflected pressure to
incident pressure for the case of a plane wave
incident on a plane zero-thic)uiess shear layer was
given by Ribrler (Ref. 1) as
P - S- sn 9( I -Mcose) 2 	 (9)
r _	 _
PI	 S^ sine(I - M Cos 6)2
This is plotted in Fig. q which shows that except
for ankles near the zone of silence and steles
near 180 deg„ the amplitude of the reflected unve
is small. Thus, if the observer is not near one
of these two limits, the lower shear layer would
be expected to have little effect.
One additional important assumption was that
the thickness of the shear layer could be ignored.
Graham and Grahan (Ref. 5) made a calculation of
the sound transmission throuGh two plane, zero-
FIGURE 9. CORRECTION OF AMPLITDE TO
EOUAL SIDELINE DISTANCE WITH h% 1 = 0
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FIGURE 4. CORRECTION OF AMPLITUDE TO
EOUAL RADIUS POSITION WITH hly t o 0
thickneas shear layers a distance zl apart. This
example should give some idea of the effect of
finite thickness on shear layer transmission.
Figure 10a shows the problem which consists of two
shear layers separated by a distance zl. The
result for the ratio of the amplitude of trans-
mission coeffirients (defined as the ratio of
transmitted to incident pressure) for a shear
layer separation of zl to that when zl = 0 is
T(Z I ){	 (I-fL22)(N?-1)	 112
T(0) 1	 [ +	
_ . 
sm2c]-
(I+µ1µ2)
(l0a)
[(1+M I SINa) 2 - SINZajI/2
l^r " (I + M I SINa) 2 CO5 a
[(I + M SIN a ) 2 - SIN a 1V2 (I + Mi SING )2
/12 -
	 1
[()+ M1 SIN a) 2 -SIN2 a, /2 (I+M SIN a)2
C ° 2 T	 [0+MI SIN a ) 2 - SIN2a 11/2
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i,e., Qm replacesll 0 in Eq.1	 the brackets {..,r in Eqs.
unity eivine
i	 PA :
	
S
+ sin ertPm	 2 Sin
(la). The terms within	 case of yl »h, it will be noted that Eqs. (4)
(2) and (3) become
	
through (6) are cnmpletely independent of h. This
was a point noted by Gottlieb to be true so long
as the observer is not in the so called "zone of
I - M cos 0M) 2]
	 (5)	 silence".
1
f
a :	 I	 [C+ sin em(i-MCosem)Z]	 y. >>hPm 2 SIn m
• [M Z (I-M cos 8..) 2+ I-MZcos' 9,,] "
	(6)
It is interestin> ; to compare these results with
the results obtained by Gottlieb (Ref. 3) for the
directivity of a monopole placed in a stream and
extended by Aniet (fief. 4) to the case of dipole
sources. As was done here, Gottlieb assumed a
zero-thickness plane shear layer. The distance yl
was assumed much greater than h. If the direc-
tivity pattern eiven by Gottlieb is corrected in
ankle and amplitude using E:qs. (4) and (5), one
finds that the resulting directivity ew" is
identical to that produced by a source in a uniform
stream with no shear layer. (See the calculation
in Appendix II. ) In other words, F.qs. (4) throik-h
(6) have contained in them the Gottlieb results.
The present results are more general, however, in
that they
 don't assume •a specific tv:e of soeuvl
source, but rather derive a correc:tion valid for
any tykes or cc,:;bin, tions of sources. Gottlac;-'s
solution anounts to combinin the kno::n dir•ectivit;y
of a specific :and of source in a stream to;-.ether
with the correction in angle end in %titditude
presented here to give a resulting-. directivity
curse for a r •:onor.ole in a strerci in the presence
of a shear !,,-.yer. Gottlieb did not prccent. ti:e
results as a correction in in,-1e and
	 plitule,
however, so it is not possible to uce his re.­ lts
for correction of the sound f'rorr a general sound
sou: ce .
In order to apply the result.: Liven by r(,Ls. (1)
through (6) it is not necessaly for the acoustic
wavelenr,t'I A or fire body si: e k to be ,=all con-
pared to h. It is Duly necessary ti:rt A cu?d i, Le
small comirare,l to th^_ source-(kserver 141st-cnce 0,)
so that the observer is in t!re acoustic -end peo-
metric far-field of the source. E'or the particular
Tile zone of silence is the angular region
8 < 60	 (7a)
where Bo is that particular value of d for which 6'
= 0. From Eq. (1) this gives C - 0 or
Cos 80 2 I 1	 (7b)
Angles 8 within the zone of silence will not concern
us here since they do not correspond to a real value
of a '. As noted by Gottlieb, acoustic waves propa-
gating to the far field at angles less than e o can-
not be matched with acoustic propagating waves
beneath the shear layer, but rather are matched
with waves which decay exponentially with the
distance lI.
It should be noted that the corrected an gle e'
does not ( , over the entire r-rnre 0 to- when 9:,, -ces
through this rnnpe. Rather, e' ron„es fron o it
the zone of silence (;,*iven by E:qs. (7)) to a value
e l ' smaller than n wiien bm ::e _ 11 , where fro:.
Eq. (la)
ton 6l _ ` 2M 7_7
- I+M+V	 (^)
Thus, outside the Jet StIT.4n it is not possible to
me: sure the sound for values of e' ,, a s =te r ±lr.::e> `
Also, as nentionuci below, measurements 'wile rear
the %F, lue e'	 e l ' prob.rbly : re inaccur,te bec:!•nse
of refleotion from the lower shear l:eyE r. This
precludes wkin,- measurements of the sound rrciated
for..%rd from the sourca at small :ulracs to the
The so.ind is reflc, , tcd from, the shear 1-ryer
alyd thus is trapped within the jet.
Di-w” ion
Z,rl rical results of these equations nre pleated
in Fi, „ s. ”' through ;i.
	 Fit7ures 2 thro,•.}r !i s}:u,c
results obtained from 1°,qs. (4) throui •h (6) fcr
y l
 "> h. T}ie indey endent v • ri;lble in these l ict.:; is
the measured an, I.le e m . Figure. ? h.ives tie correct;c,l
an;tle e' for several Miich muobers and Firs.
	 :ill
t • i.ve the (ill corrcetion to be added to t':e mensur::
solidi level for equal sideline and equal ra l.ius
rr(•t_,urC:nents, respectively.	 Fi, tire; `) throii;•ir
stow simil •ir cufvcs for Eqs. (1) throu;.' I ( ?l. ii;_
urea 5 and 6 ,ere for equal sideline neasiirements
zind use value h/yl
 : 0.2. Fit^u'eo 7 dad :i rife f::r
corrections to equa.1 radi us . Since the rritio h ;l
c• hnn,-,,es forr.;e :ruff! eras :dale cl,il t vircnl-ir
the quantit y h/r was krst lt fixed, for t': ,!, eg cu%_' r-tdius
c:r:r.cul:rticns. The va.le:e chosen for i'i: s. 7 an•1
is 11111' - 0.1.5.
An interec,tin: •
 sideli at of this correction is
that if the vbserrer point 0 is on the y a:cis
directly a , v.. the source .rd ;;,» h i.'ie sound
measure , by d re ob ner'rer , .: _ :, ,;us„ gnat whirls
+	 would be r..casurainy an observer :t Vie ._,le point
i
	
	 and with the sr^.e scurc:e strcn^th but with no floes.
In other w<r,;s, the scr:m? levc] plr,dtice by the
source with the tunnel on should re p::::irk urctrrnced
at this raI•tic:uinr observer loc, , tion if the acous-
tic tulmel is turned off providin,; tin-tt tug source
stren,.th can he ke pt fixed :lu pin Lire process.
This is not c;b-.• ious, but it coil be shoal frond
Eqs . (4) -x , " (j) ,	 In CS C:I^['	 2'e^l:.LtS f'1' 	 t.'IC
fact that
	 l.^ ...., ecti . _ , ..: 1 i.f'ic :iii or: cf sotrrl,l is
sera for -u'. ;c:ervur ut ,J o
 to the direction of
motion of a source.
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FIGURE 6 CORRECTION OF AMPLITUDE TO EQUAL
SIDELINE DISTANCE WITH IVYI c0 2
The greatest deviation from unity of thia ratio
IT(zl )/T(u)I occurs for those values of zl,\ such
that ^_ (2n+1)n/2=_:n. Since sin^ n
 = It (this
of course requires a different value of zl/h for
each value of e') Eq. (10a) simplifies to
T(^ = TT/2) I 	 +µ1h2 (1 Ob )
T (E =0)	 µ'
f
 F'2
This is plotted in Fig. 10b for a Nach nlunber
M - 0.5 and M1 = 0.25. There is little effect of
finite thickness except near the zone of silence
( e— 0).
Exnerimentnl Rer.nit:
Devising an experiment to measure the refraction
effect is complicated by the difficulty of ubtn!n-
ing a source whose directivity in a uniform stream
in known. Measuring the directivity of a source in
stationary air produces no difficulty, but this
directivity would be expected to change in an
unknown manner when the source is placed within a
stream.
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FIGURE a CORRFC TION OF AMPLITUDE TO
EQUAL RADIUS POSITION WITH h, 1 - 0 . 15
One of the simplest sources is the compact
dipole. The directivity of i compact dipole in a
stream is known, and so the directivity corrected
for the presence of the shear layer can easily be
obtained (Re p'. 4). This is shown in Fig. 11 for a
Mich number of 0.27 alone with the directivity of
a dipole in stationary flow for comparison. The
observer is assumed to be fur from the shear layer
so that h/yl« 1. Curves for two values of h/x are
also shown, and it will be noted that changing, h/X
affects only the sound in the zone of silence.
To obtain an experinental check on these theore-
tical results, a 1/16" dinmrter cylindrical rod wus
placed in the potential core of a 2" diameter free
.p et. Because of vortex shedding from the rod, a
fluctuating dipole with a Strouhal frequency of
about 0.2 (based on rod diameter) was produced.
Acoustic measurements were taken on a circular arc
at a distance of 33" from the rod and are denoted
by the circles in Fig. 11. Met,surements were taken
only in the downstre-o quadrant because the upstream
sound could be partially shieldel by the jet nc:tzle,
and because very little difference is expected
upstream between directivity of a dipole in stn-
tionr.ry air and in a strenm. This is evident from
the theoretical curve shown in Fig. 11.
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The greatest deviation from unity of this ratio
IT(zl)/T(oA occurs for those values of zl/^ such
that S= (2n+1)^/2 =4n. Since sin ^ n = 1, (this
of course requires a different value of zl/1 for
each value of 6 1 ) Eq. (10a) simplifies to
T(^ 2 7T12)
	
I+u lf" z
-	 (10b)
T (+E= 01	 ^, +N 2
This is plotted in Fig. 10b for a Mach nlunber
M - 0.5 and M1 = 0.25. There is little effect of
finite thickness except near the zone of silence
( s ,— 0).
Experimental Results
Devising an experiment to measure the refraction
effect is complicated by the difficulty of obtain-
ing a source whose directivity in a uniform stream
is known. Measuring; the directivity of a source in
stationary air produces no difficulty, but this
directivity would be expected to chanVe in an
FKKM 6. CORRECTION Of AMPLITUDE TO
EQUAL RADIUS POSITION WITH Mr x 0,15
One of the simplest sources is the compact
dipole. The directivity of a compact dipole in a
stream is known, and so the diructivity corrected
for the presence of the shear layer can easily be
obtained (Ref. 4). This is shown in Fig. 11 for a
Mach number of 0.27 along; with the directivity of
a dipole in stationary flow for comparison. The
observer is assumed to be far from the shear layer
so that h/yl« 1. Curves for two values of h/k are
also shown, and it will be noted that changing, h/k
affects only the sound in the zone of silence.
To obtain an experimental check on these theore-
tical results, a 1/16" diameter cylindrical rod was
placed in the potential core of a 2" diameter free
jet. Pecause of vortex shedding from the rod, a
fluctuating dipole with a Strouhal frequency of
about 0.2 (based on rod diameter) was produced.
Acoustic measurements were taken on a circular are
at a distance of 33" from the rod and are denoted
by the circles in Fig. 11. Measurements were taken
only in the downstream quadrant because the upstream
sound could be partially shielded by the jet nozzle,
and because very little difference is expected
upstream between directivity of a dipole in sta-
tionary air and in a stream. This is evident from
W*
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unknown manner when the source is placed within a
	 the theoretical curve shown in Fig. 11.
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FIGL RE 10. EFFECT OF DOUBLE SHEAH I AYFR
Since the directivity of a dipole vrtrirs rather
slowly with measurerncnt angle, the only aubstntinl
difference in sound xuplituues between a alpole in
stationary air and a dipole in a Jet is near the
zone of silence, where a rapid dropof: in the solLnd
level is predicted. This dropoff did occur in the
measured sound level:*, at about the prol er a)-.le.
The silund level was nuroalized to 1 at Nm = 90 deg.
Some deviations from the predicted directivity
are exlected near the zone of silence as mentioned
previously. hear the zone of silence, the reflec-
tion coeffic'_ent of the shear layer becomes im-
portant so that the valid!ty of approximating the
het as a single shear layer begins to break down.
This may explain the tendency for the measured
directivity curve to alrear somewhat rippled ,just
before the zone of silence is entered. This
tendency was pre111cted annlyticall;y in an unpub-
lisi.ed study by Lansin h^ and brown (Ref. G) for the
case of a source on the centerline of an axisym-
metric ,jet.
There appears to be some uncertainty, e.g.,
Bowe (Ref. Y), as to w;)ether the procedure used
here and in Reis. 3 and 4 given correct results in
the zone of silence because of shear layer insta-
bilities. Also, the acoustic prediction for the
zone of silence depends stron(',ly on the ratio h/1,.
In actur,lity the shenr layer has n finite thickness
so that h cannot be defined accurately. Because of
these points, it siIcuid not be surprising that
agreement between exl.criment ar 1  theory is un!'av-
orable in the zone of silence. In this reCiun,
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FIGURE 11. DIRECTIVITY OF DI POLE NEAR SHEAR LAYER
THEORY VS EXPERIMENT
ho •,+eve:r, both theoretical and ex1)erimcntn1 results
gave values sienificanLly lower than those of a
dipole in stationary air. Any lack of ability to
predict the sound level within the zone of silence
is not important for purposes of correcting wind
tx=el data since measurements mute here do not
correspond to mecsurements that could be made in a
free stream without ,I 	 layer. That is, fore
in the range 0<a<eo , tune' as 4iven by Eq. (la)
is imaginary.
Thus, these ex?sertmental results give some
verificn1don of the theory in that the ;one of
silence has its onset at about the angle pre-icted
by theory. A better verification could perhaps be
obtained by usin(; it more directicr. •tl source. Cane
effort has been made alorl' these lines, Gut si: •ai-
ficant problems are involved. ,.'hen a sound sc:sree
is placed in a stre •un, one cannot x!ect that ti.e
radiation p:.ttern of the source will rer.ain
unchnr4-.ed even if one has no shear laver. Titus,
to have an idea of the remount of shear lr.yer
refraction, the source directivity must to mc^sured
inside the shear lager and compared to that outsl,!e
the s!henr layer.
The vlensurement inside the shear layer is msc!e
more difficult by the fact ttlat Vie Inflow micro-
phone must be In the acuustical ar.d reometricnl
far-field of the source. This (lifficthlty becwte
more obvious when a small 112 Inch ,jet cleratIn
supersonically in the screech re, • ime was used 1s n
source. This source produced a narrow-band signal
which had a very sharp directivity. However, there
was distirivement het.aeen the directivities of the
Inflow and the f rtr-field microphones, even when the
acoustic tunnel wns not operating (i.e., nu shear
.Layer) indica l.ing that the inflow micrcp!:one was
not in the far-hell of the source.
An alternative procedure described below makes
use of a aource which need not be directional, but
whir?. can rive verification of the nnt.le correction.
A pun: tone noise source was placed in the center of
the rk.oustic tunnel. For this purpose a hirh fre-
quency (25 kllz) doe, whistle was used. :t was placed
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behind a 2 inch pile concentric with the tunnel,
the pile temling to shield the whistle from the
effects of the flow. The idea is then to Bete mine
the Ane.le of the wuvefronts after the sound has
phssed throurh the shear layer. This can be done
by crosa-correlating the output of two microphones.
By comparing the cross-correlation with flow to
that obtainelh with no tunnel flow, the shift in
phase between the cross-correlation of two ad,jucent
microphones determines the angle of propagation of
).he far-field wavefront. Given this ar,p.le, the
point Xo at which thb sound emer`e , i from the shear
layer can be calculated. The measured va1Le of U'
Is then given as tan- 1 (h/Xo). For this particular
test the far-field microphones were placed at a
distance of r a 10 f it. In retrospect, it might
have Lt. ,•n preferable to rr3&.e the measurements
nearer to the shear layer allowing, a better
calculation of N 1.
The results of the measurements are shown in
Figs. 1. The results ure in rehsonable aCrccnent
with theory, the theory generally underestinatine
the experir:.enLRIly measured angle correction.
Conc lusions
The dipole produced b y a rod in the flow shows
the onset of the zone of silence at the angle
predicted by theory. The amplitude of the sound
outside the 2.one of silence showed good agreement
with theory, but this g.ivez only a weak verifica-
tion of the theory because c:' the rather small
varintion of amplitude with angle; i.e., there
were no sharply defined directivity peukj with
which one could check the angle and ornplitude
corrections independently.
As discussed in the text, the use of a s;urce
with a sharply defined directivity presented
certain difficulties. An alternate procedure of
eross-correlating the outputs from nearby micro-
phones to define the wavefront nni,le (-.nve results
for the angle correction which were in reasonable
Aereement with theory.
Thus, the tests performed gave results -.hick
aereed with theory. The author feels, however,
that there is further room for experimental veri-
fication of various aspects of the theory.
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-MM2sm2e•)i/2	 1	 (A5)
incident on the shear layer from below, a transmit-
ted wave
P : Ae 'IWt - 0 1 1	 (A10)
w=
i U•di
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Appendix I
Derivat i on or Lhe Correction Equations
As wrs mentioned in the text, geometrical
acou.tics aiong with the solution of tiles or
hibner will be used to derive the correction
relntlon. The relations between the various
ant • les In ?ig. 1 rain be derived as follows. (poLe
that all ankles marked in this fir;ure are in the
z - 0 plane.) The loci of points of -:quai rhaxie
(t:ie wavefront:.) of the sound wave are the circ les
drawn in the firu.e. These circles propagate
outward at the speed of souni anJ drift downstream
at the fluid velocity, the phase of the w^avefront3
being Liven by
= I + NI X rr_	 Al
Co Q 2 	
( )
where rr a '47+4127. The a.nrle a is determined by
the tun,;ent to the w•ave:'ront intersect!ng the
point ( xo , h), and by calculatin,; dy/dx from Eq.
(Al ),a is found to sat. sfy the equation
Los a	
_ ^'
	 ton 6'	 (A2 )
s-na+M	 b
The relation between a and O is found by aquatint
tore x comFunents of p'.ase velocity across the shear
layer. As for the csse of a plane wave incident
on the wear layer discussed by kibner (Ref. 1)
— 
2	 1	 + ra	 (A3)
Los 19	 Sin a
Tne last two equations allow the relation between
O and 0 ' to he wr 1 tten
Ion
Q Cos a +M 	 a
Equation (1 1+) is i.q. (]a) quoted in the text.
Equation (lb) relating Om to 0 and O' is derived
by noting that
Yr Cot 81, 2 ip + (y, -h) Cot 8	 (A6)
Using Eq. (A2) pivea Eq. (lb).
1A order to calculate the corrected arnplitade,
we mast first calculate the amplit.;de at point. C-
J)ist below the shear lnyrr. To do this, the
spreading rate of a ray travellint± ;long CO must
be determined.
The rate of spreading in the xr m ane is easily
determined by calculating dxo/dO frrm Eq. (A4)
giving
dxo _ hsm9
de	 (A7)
Firure 13 shows the vroxx oer-t!on in the V plane
of a ray tube. The ratio of the length& d121dLl
is found to be
d( 2 	dig + (Y,-h)CSCejd(9	 2 d©
di,	 o
Y1 S'
=1+1-- ^1)-
	
6h	 sin
Q -h
SHE  AH I AY U1
	 air
M
s
Firure 13. Ray spreadin;; in )Q plane.
The spreadinr of the ray in the perperdicul•tr
plane (the Mane formed by the line OC anJ the
axis) must also be determined. To do this, .•
ax%ount of refraction by the shear layer of a r%%
propagating out of the xy plane must be d -ter-iiii, d.
For a plane wave
(Ab)
x
1I
In priducod where A is some trnnamission coeffi-
cient (possibly complex) to be deacril)ed later.
The please expressions e 1 and s t must be of a form
sucn that Pt
 and Pi satisfy the wave equation and
the convected wave equatioi, recpectiveiy, and
the phases of Pi and Pt must match at the shear
layer. The appropriate expressicna are
^,•	 -[xsn(f, cos 41+2sino sin41
All
o	
+ y	 - M sin(P CCs y) 	 sin (b 1	 (	 )
^t = Co 1x sin  cosh z sing s n y + y cos^^
These equations were expressed in terms of the
angles B and y since these angles are the polar
angles of the unit normal to the transmitted
wavefronts as shown in Figure 14,
For the z - 0 plane 41 , 0 , #_ f • p and Eq. (A14n )
becomes equivalent to Eq. (la). Equation (All+b)
In the equation of intereet at present. By taking
the derivative of z with respect to W, for small
Owe find
t	
sin
1d^^y0	 1-M%in¢ 7{V13 +xoih 2 -Mxo/h
c h cos e (A15)
where Eq. (A4) was used to evaluate xo/h.
Rather than using the polar angle %p as measured
in the x-z plane, we wish to use the angle W'
which is measured in the plane perpendicular to
the xv plane and alontt the .ray OC as shown in
Figure 15.
1
-i;s
Figure 14. Description of the polar
W,.les P and y .
By calculating Veh Hi 	 the writ nonanls to the
Incident and transmitted wa'Ves are
R; (I-HSino cos 4 t ) - "sin 0cos4i + k sjn(^smi,
	
z	 (Al'a)
+ 1	 (I -M SinO COS* — sin 0
nt - I s no cosy + j cos (^ + ii sino sin ty 	 (Al2b IN
In the actual case the wavefronts are circular
rather than plane and are given by Eq. (Al). By
cnlculnting the gradient of F:q. A_l the unit normal
to the actual wavefront is
C(^ _ i(x - Mp) + jJG 	 h Lizz	 (A13)
VC^I	 O - M x
By co,
	son with Eq. (12a), the angle of propa-
gatio, _.
 the transmitted wave can Lit related to
the position (xo,n,z) at which the ray crosses Lhe
shear layer. Thus,
Sir, qs  COSH )t o - N °	 (A14a)
1-Msr.^ Cos 4+s (7-Mxo
smo sin y	 Qzr
I-M Sing) Cos 41 	 Q - MKo	 (Al4b)
Figure 15. Relation of angle V to y.
TI lc relati on between fs and W ` i a
Sin 4,'- sin y 1 Cos ?y +co12,t1 
112
	 (A16)
which becrAnes for smt11W
4 ' ;z 41 sin 	 (Al j)
Thus, Eq. (A15) becomes
(dz l
	
h	 (A18)
Fi(;u•. 16 shows the ray spreading in the plane
produced t)y the z axis and the sound ray.
de?
i
i
1	 1V, -hl =v B
r^ ay.
ar,
Figure 16. Ray livergence in plane
perpendicular to xy plane.
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The ratio of the two lengths dzl and dz2 is
dz 2 - dz,+(1,- h)cscedy'
d z,	 dz,
eI+ (-
L.- 
I CCseeh	 )
The product of the two length ratios given by
Eqs. (A8) and (A19) gives the ratio of ray tube
cross rectional area for a point in the far field
to tW ` for a point just above the shear layer.
In order to conserve acoustical energy in the ray
tube, the acoustical pressure should behave
inversely with the square root of the ray tube
cross sectional area. Thus,
PC+ dz 2 112
Pm 	 dz, dt,	 (A20)
= [I+l hI - I)S CSC e] V2r l+1 I - 11 3 CSC 3eli/2
For the \case of a plane f`wave\ incident on theJ
shear layer, the ratio of the transmitted pressure
to the incident pressure was found by Ribner to be
PC	 [C +sine(, - M cos e)2,
	
(A21)
PC + 2
Using this expression along with Eq. (A20) then
allows FC- to be calculated in terms of the
measured pressure Pm.
Since the pressure decays as r' 1 in the far
field, knowing PC- allows us to calculate the
pressure PB
 in Fig. 1. Thus,
Pe 	 h2 +xo	 h
S
r 	 r CSC 9	 (A22 )PC-
 [
M2 (I- M Cosa)2 + I-M 2 Cos 2e,1/2
r
Ccmbinine Eqs. (A20) and (A22) then gives Eq. (3)
for PB.
For correction to equal sideline positions
rather than equal radius, the ratio of PA
 to PC_
is
PA	 h
PC -	 YI
	 (A23)
Combining this with Eqs. (A20) and (A21) gives
Eq. (2).
Appendix II
Relation to the Solution of Gottlieb
Gottlieb has found the directivity to be expected
from a monopole sound rource placed beneath the
shear layer to be
2 sine ..o -M core,,)
Pr„ Q
sine,,(, -M cose, )2 +"	 (A24)
Cos em 5 1 + M	 Y, >>h
This relation assumes the observer is in the far-
field at a constant radial distance from the source.
The angle O m is restricted to lie outside the zone
of silence. Let us apply the appropriate correction
equations (Eqs. (4) and (6) assuming yl<< h) to
determine if the correct directivity for a monopole
In a stream in the absence of the shear 1syer can
be calculated from Gottlieb's solution.
Equation (6) when combined with Eq. (A24) gives
the corrected p^ssure PB in terms of the measured
angle 9 m as
Pe CC	 -MCOSem)IM20-M Cos e,,,) 2 + I—M2COS2em1'n
(A25)
From Eq. (4) one can show that
M2 (I-MCOSem) 2 + I-M2CCS2e
Q 2 cos e,,, +M
cos e' _ 
f	 (tee)I 1 1/7.
`	
rr r^ 
Y ,
 
>>h
giving
(Q2e +M)(I-M cos e,„)
	
(A27)PB CC	 coscos e' 	 m
Finally, using ES. (A5) gives the result (since
O m = g here)
PB Cr	 2	 (I - M a' I
	
(A28)
Q 0. \	 or
where	 z' = r Cos e'
Y ' = r sin 0'
-	 x2+Q2Y	 = r	 I-M2Sin2e'
Now Eq. (A28) (except for constant `actors such as
monopole strength which were omitted from Eq. (A24))
is the far-field solution for a monopole in a stream
(see Eq. (1.33) of Ref. 9 for example). Thus, the
solution procedure used by Gottlieb has inherent in
it the same assumptions such as geometrical acous-
tics used here. The main difference is that Got-
tlieb's procedure gives directivity predictions for
each of the source types (monopole, dipole, etc.)
whereas the present procedure gives a method for
correcting the data independent of the source type.
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i 42.1LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
NOMENCLATURE (The following symbols are used throughout the report unless otherwise defined in the text.)
A —	 Area
A Ai —	 Surface of Spherical Segment Associated With ith microphone
C —	 Speed of Sound
1	 CD —	 Flow Coefficient (Actual Weight Flow/ldecl Weight Flow)
CF —	 Thrust Coefficient (Actual Thrust/Ideal Thrust)
d —	 Diameter of let
F —	 Thrust
f —	 Frequency
L —	 Length
M —	 Mach Number
n —	 Relative Velocity Exponent
OASPL —	 Overall Sound Pressure Level — dB re 20 X 10-6 Newtons/m2
P -	 Pressure
pi —	 Mean Square Sound Pressurr
PNL —	 Perceived Noise Level
PWL —	 Power Level — dB re 10 -12 Watts
R —	 Gas Constant
r —	 Radius
Ref —	 Reference
RH —	 Relative Humidity
SPL —	 Sound Power Level — dB re 20 x 10 -6 Newtons/m2
SSPL —	 Sum of Sound Pressure Level (500 Hz — 80 K Hz)
TSPL —	 Total Sound Pressure Level (100 Hz — 80 K Hz)
V —	 Jet Velocity (Ideally Expanded to Ambient Conditions)
Vrel —	 Relative Jet Velocity, V  — V00
Vto —	 Tunnel Induced Velocity (Static Condition)
V —	 Tunnel Flow Velocity
r	 °°W —	 Acoustic Power
wt , W —	 Air Flow Rate, Measured ideal
7 —	 Specific Neat Ratio
A —	 Difference In Noise or 'Thrust Levels
B' —	 Angle After Shear Layer Refraction Correction0 i —	 Measured Angle from Inlet Centerline
9R —	 Noise Emission
P Density—
X —	 Position of pressure orifice relative to leading edge of ejector (station 52.54)
0V —	 Velocity Parameter
an
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46M
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (Cont'd.)
SUBSCRIPTS (The subscripts are used in either lower case or upper case form.)
a —	 Ambient
ejec —	 Ejector
eq —	 Equivalent
f —	 Fan
i —	 Ideal
j —	 Jet
M —	 'Mixed
max —	 Maximum
o —	 Atmospheric Condition
p —	 Primary
Per —	 Perimeter
ref —	 Reference
s —	 Static
t —	 Total	 r
00
—	 Tunnel Stream
IL :
I
1
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